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High frequency DC-DC converters have gained more popularity due to the ever-increasing 

demand on fast transient response, small solution size and high-power density in power systems. 

However, as the switching frequency is pushed high up to tens of MHz, the power efficiency is 

greatly compromised due to a significantly increased switching loss in conventional silicon based 

solutions. To mitigate this challenge, it is widely believed that Gallium Nitride (GaN) technology 

would replace conventional silicon technology due to the far superior figure of merits. However, 

due to the strict requirements on high reliability, high efficiency and low EMI noise in automotive 

applications, the GaN based DC-DC converter faces new challenges. Therefore, a family of high 

frequency GaN driver or GaN based DC-DC converter solutions have been developed to address 

the main design challenges before their wide use in automotive. 

In this research, a wide input VIN, high reliability GaN gate driver is firstly developed in automotive 

applications. An active BST balancing scheme is presented to adaptively control the BST charging 

by directly sensing switching node voltage VSW, and achieve a constant BST rail voltage to prevent 
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GaN from gate breakdown. With the proposed VSW dual-edge dead time (tdead) modulation, tdead is 

adaptively adjusted to achieve ZVS turn-on of GaN power switches to improve efficiency.  

To overcome the EMI challenges in high frequency operation, a tri-slope gate driving GaN DC-

DC converter for EMI-regulated automotive electronics is presented. A spurious noise 

compression technique is proposed to compress and evenly redistribute the spurious noise within 

a defined frequency sideband, achieving significant EMI noise reduction at main switching 

frequency and its harmonics. Meanwhile, a tri-slope gate driver is proposed to control the voltage 

and current slew rates of GaN switches for effective ringing suppression, which is adaptive to the 

load (IO) and VIN changes.  

To alleviate the ground noise interference and high switching frequency (fSW) challenges, an on-

die ground isolated GaN driver is presented. The ON-duty mirrors adaptively map the ON-duty 

times of the gate signals from respective input signals to maintain same ON-duty times, and the 

self-excited tdead minimizers minimize the tdeads between the high side and low side channels. 

Meanwhile, an on-die ground isolation technique maintains robust states of gate drive signals 

against DC ground shifting, AC ground bounce and high dv/dt transient at VSW. 

All the proposed GaN gate drivers and GaN based DC-DC converters have been fabricated, tested 

to demonstrate the presented schemes or techniques in this research. The effectiveness of the 

design is successfully verified in the measurement results, not only in steady state, but also in 

transient scenarios. The high reliability, high efficiency and low EMI performance has been 

successfully verified to enable high frequency GaN DC-DC converters for automotive use.    
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CHAPTER 1 

RESEARCH BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 

This chapter briefly reviews the background and technical trend of next-generation power 

conversion in Section 1.1. In this research, a family of high frequency, high reliable, high efficient, 

and low EMI GaN drivers/GaN DC-DC converters are developed. The research goals and 

contributions are discussed in Section 1.2. Section 1.3 illustrates the organization of the 

dissertation.  

1.1   Technical Trend of Next-Generation Power Conversion  

Upon the invention of bipolar junction transistors (BJT) and power diodes around 1950’s, the   

development of power electronic system and market have been driven by two main factors. First, 

as the tremendous growth of electronics in consumer, industry and automotive applications, the 

power supply units, which consist of power electronic systems, become a necessary part and drive 

high demands. In a single application, for example, automotive application, different types of 

topologies are utilized for power conversion [TI-14, Ke-17c, LT-17]. A step-down conversion is 

employed to supply power for processor cores, memories and I/O interfaces, while a step-up 

conversion is used to generate power for infotainment LED backlighting and LCD panel, and 

headlights. These existing and newly emerging applications expand the portfolio of the power 

electronic devices, and significantly increase the overall market size. A market size and forecast 

of the global power electronics were predicted by Variant Market Research in 2017 [VMR-17]. 

The global power electronic market is estimated to reach $27 billion by 2024, growing at a 

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 8.6% from 2016 to 2024, which is mainly driven by 
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automotive, industries and emerging consumer applications such as internet of things (IoT). 

Secondly, the development of new technologies and devices enable new applications which further 

expands the market size of power electronics. To achieve a high integration in electronic devices, 

5nm fin field-effect transistor technology [Xie-14], compared to conventional CMOS technology, 

has been developed recently for high performance computing applications. On the other hand, to 

enable high efficient high voltage switching power conversion, high-voltage transistors such as the 

drain extended MOS (DEMOS) and laterally diffused MOS (LDMOS) have been developed. The 

compatibility of high voltage devices with low voltage CMOS devices makes it possible to achieve 

high performance power converters within a small profile. However, due to the continuous 

demands for high transient response, low system volume and cost, the switching frequency (fSW) 

has been pushed high up to several tens of MHz. The power efficiency is thus compromised with 

the conventional silicon technology due to a significantly increased switching loss, which demands 

a high cost of thermal dissipation. On the other hand, due to the high parasitic capacitance, the 

turn-on/-off period of the silicon transistor becomes long which limits its use to low fSW.  

Compared to silicon (Si) and silicon carbide (SiC), Gallium Nitride shows a higher bandgap 

voltage and higher critical electrical field, resulting in a high breakdown voltage (or equivalent 

breakdown voltage and on-resistance but with a much smaller size) [Lidow-15, Delaine-12, Rooij-

14, Reusch-13, Baliga-13]. Figure 1.1 shows the on-resistance and breakdown voltage comparison 

of state-of-art Si, SiC, and GaN power devices [Lidow-15, Huang-16a]. The specific on-resistance 

RON, SP is defined as the on-resistance RON offered by a given die size A, which is given by 

                                               𝑅𝑂𝑁,𝑆𝑃 = 𝑅𝑂𝑁 × 𝐴 =  
4𝑉𝐵𝑉

2

𝜀𝑟𝜀0µ𝑛𝐸𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡
3   ,                                                                              (1.1) 
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Figure 1.1.  On-resistance vs. breakdown voltage comparison for Si, SiC, and GaN devices. 

where 𝑉𝐵𝑉 is the breakdown voltage, µ𝑛 is the mobility of electrons,  𝜀𝑟 is the relative permittivity, 

𝜀0 is the vacuum permittivity, and 𝐸𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 is the critical electrical field of the avalanche breakdown.  

Table 1.1.  Material Properties of Silicon, SiC and GaN. 
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Substitute the equation (1.1) with the properties of silicon, SiC and GaN, as shown in Table 1.1 

[Lidow-15], the theoretical limit is calculated and depicted as shown in Figure 1.1. the theoretical 

limit of GaN is superior than Si and SiC, which demonstrates a much higher breakdown voltage 

under a similar RON, SP, or equivalently a much smaller size with a same breakdown voltage. 

Furthermore, GaN transistor shows a high electron mobility in Table 1.1, which significantly 

reduces the on-resistance and conduction loss in power converters. Moreover, with a smaller size, 

the parasitic capacitance of GaN transistor dramatically decreases, which makes it highly suited 

for high frequency switching mode power converter applications.  

DC-DC converters have gained more popularity due to the high efficiency, compared to linear 

regulator solutions. To meet the demands for high power density, low solution size and fast 

transient response, pushing the switching frequency (fSW) to high becomes inevitable. However, 

the power efficiency degrades significantly as the switching loss increases with the conventional 

silicon-FET. As discussed previously, GaN FETs have demonstrated superior figure-of-merits as 

power switches in alleviating these challenges. Figure 1.2 shows the turn-on behavior of GaN 

power switch in comparison with silicon power switch. Due to smaller parasitic capacitance (Cgs, 

Cgd and Cds) and near-zero reverse recovery (absence of body diode), GaN FET shows much 

shorter turn-on transition periods. As shown in Figure 1.2, the turn-on switching loss is a 

simultaneous exposure of the switch to a significant voltage and current experienced during turn-

on, which is depicted as an area of Ploss. Thus, with a much shorter transition period from t1 to t3 

(including di/dt, dv/dt transition periods), GaN FETs facilitate a significant reduction in switching 

loss, thus enable highly efficient power conversion at high fSW to reduce the system size and cost. 
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Figure 1.2.  Turn-on behavior of silicon FET and GaN FET power switches. 

1.2   Research Goals and Contributions   

Figure 1.3 accumulatively illustrates the four types of challenges as discussed in the previous 

session with a diagram. Firstly, high reliability is required before using GaN based DC-DC 

converter in automotive applications, which needs to overcome the bootstrap (BST) overcharge 

challenge to protect GaN switches from destructive breakdown, and fixed tdead control challenge 

to realizing reliable and efficient switching actions to prevent shoot-through current of GaN 

switches. Secondly, with a reduced profile in GaN switches, a high efficient power conversion for 

less thermal generation becomes urgent. Minimizing the conduction loss and switching loss to 

improve the overall power efficiency is thus in urgent demand. Thirdly, as the switching frequency 

goes high, the fixed switching frequency and fixed strength gate driving generate high EMI noise, 
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jeopardizing the performance and functionality of entire power system in automotive. Last but not 

the least, to operate the converter at high frequency high power applications, tdead needs to be 

minimized to reduce the reverse conduction loss, and a high-performance gate driver is required 

to suppress ground DC/AC shifting and high dv/dt transient at switching node. Therefore, the main 

goal of my research is to develop a family of high frequency GaN drivers or GaN based DC-DC 

converters to solve these four main design challenges before using them in automotive 

applications. A variety of system architectures, operation and control schemes, and circuit design 

techniques have been developed to improve the reliability, efficiency and reduce the EMI noise in 

high frequency GaN based DC-DC converters [Ke-16a, Ke-17b, Ke-17c, Ke-18]. The key research 

contributions are highlighted as follows: 

 

Figure 1.3. Summary of research contributions. 
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(1) Improving Reliability  

(1.1) Developed an active bootstrap balancing (ABB) scheme, which directly sense the zero-

cross intersection of the VSW negative spikes and adaptively control the bootstrap (BST) 

charging in different IO and VIN, achieving a constant BST rail voltage, VBST–VSW, to improve 

the system reliability. With the proposed ABB scheme, the BST rail voltage (VBST−VSW) is 

balanced at a constant 5.1V to achieve a reliable and efficient gate driving. At VSW 

trailing/leading when negative VSW spikes occurs, the BST switch stays off to prevent BST 

rail from overcharge [Ke-16a]. 

(1.2) Developed two pulse-based dynamic up- and down-level shifters, which leverage pulse 

based structure to increase the slew rates during signal transitions, and achieve sub-

nanosecond propagation delay to realize high fSW operation up to 30MHz. With the proposed 

level shifters, a robust and valid output states of gate drive signal are maintained to realize 

a reliable operation of the switching actions. After the transition, only a small static current 

IS remains to save the power, and overall quiescent current of 0.5µA is consumed with the 

proposed level shifters [Ke-16a].  

(2) Improving Efficiency  

(2.1) Developed a VSW dual-edge dead time modulation technique, which senses different levels 

of VIN and IO to generate optimal dead times for VSW trailing and leading edges, achieving a 

ZVS turn-on for GaN power switches [Ke-16a]. With the proposed dead time modulation 

technique, 0.9ns~3.7ns and 3.7ns~10.4ns tdead for VSW trailing and leading edges over a load 

current (IO) from 0.01A to 1.2A are accomplished. In the meantime, a peak efficiency of 
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90.7% in 12V-to-5V conversion and 88% in 40V-to-5V conversion at 20MHz are achieved, 

realizing a high reliability, high efficient power conversion at high fSW.  

(3) Reducing EMI Noise 

(3.1) Developed a spurious noise compression (SNC) scheme to generate a clock whose 

frequency is randomly distributed a defined frequency sideband Δfm, centered at the main 

switching frequency f0. In this way, the spurious noise is compressed and evenly re-

distributed within the defined frequency sideband, achieving significant EMI noise 

reduction at main switching frequency and its harmonics. With SNC scheme, the peak EMI 

noise is reduced from 84.84dBµV to 64.48dBµV with a modulation range (∆fm/f0) of 5%, 

and is further reduced to 33.03dBµV with a modulation range of 12% [Ke-17b, Ke-17c].   

(3.2) Developed a tri-slope gate driving (TSGD) technique, which controls the voltage and 

current slew rates of GaN switches for effective ringing suppression, which is adaptive to 

load (IO) and input voltage (VIN) change. With a controlled rising slope of drain current and 

a reduced current spike, the instantaneous current drawn from VIN is minimized, reducing 

high frequency EMI noise that injected to VIN. Compared to gate driving with a passive gate 

resistor, with a much faster charging period after Miller Plateau by employing the tri-slope 

gate driving, MH settles quickly to ensure a lower conduction loss. The EMI noise floor is 

reduced from 52.32 dBµV to 43.62 dBµV with proposed tri-slope gate driver [Ke-17b, Ke-

17c].   

(3.3) Developed two nA-IQ dynamic up- and down-level shifters, which consumes nA level in 

steady state to save power. During signal transitions, the level shifter consumes dynamic 
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power increase the slew rates and transmit signals between low voltage rail and high voltage 

BST rail when the converter operates in switching mode. The latch-cell in BST rail helps to 

maintain the output state and reduce the static current in BST rail [Ke-17b, Ke-17c].    

(4) High Frequency Switching  

(4.1) Developed ON-duty mirrors which adaptively map the ON-duty times of the gate signals 

of GaN switches (MH, ML) from respective input signals. And developed the self-excited 

tdead minimizers which adaptively adjust the dual edge delays to minimize the tdeads between 

the high side and low side channels to minimize the tdead and achieve a minimum duty ratio 

of 7.9% for high fSW high conversion ratio operation. With these two schemes, the converter 

achieves a 40V-to-3.3V conversion with near-zero tdeads of 0.2ns/0.3ns at a full load of 1.5A, 

and achieves a high fSW up to 50MHz [Ke-18]. 

(4.2) Developed an on-die ground isolation gate driving technique, which leverages the high-

voltage n-tubs to isolate the p-wells of gate driver stages from the AGND well, and 

maintains robust and valid states of gate drive signals over the DC ground shifting of 

−3V~30V, AC ground bounce of 1.2V VPP. To contend with the high dv/dt transient at VSW 

for high fSW operation, two high dv/dt immune up- & down-level shifters are implemented 

to achieve a 50V/ns common mode transient immunity (CMTI) [Ke-18]. 

1.3   Dissertation Organization  

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the structure of GaN power 

switches are first introduced, including the depletion mode GaN switches and enhancement mode 

GaN switches. And the normal operation characteristics of GaN switches are then elaborated, 
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which includes the transfer characteristics, gate capacitance, optimal gate driving for low on-

resistance, and reverse conduction characteristics. After that, four types of challenges as discussed 

in due course. Firstly, reliability issue of GaN based DC-DC converter in automotive applications 

are discussed, which includes the bootstrap (BST) overcharge and GaN switch VGS breakdown. 

Secondly, fixed tdead control challenge is discussed which shows a low efficiency GaN based DC-

DC converter, which requires a high thermal dissipation cost. Thirdly, as the switching frequency 

goes high, the fixed switching frequency and fixed strength gate driving generate high EMI noise, 

jeopardizing the performance and functionality of entire power system in automotive. At last, to 

operate the converter at high frequency high power applications, tdead needs to be minimized to 

reduce the reverse conduction loss, and a high-performance gate driver is required to suppress 

ground DC/AC shifting and high dv/dt transient at switching node. 

Chapter 3 first reviews the reliability challenges of GaN based DC-DC converters in automotive 

applications, including the bootstrap rail overcharge with passive clamping diode, and 

conventional fixed dead time control. The system architecture of the proposed GaN driver is then 

introduced, and illustrates two key operation schemes – active BST balancing and VSW dual-edge 

tdead modulation. The active BST balancing technique achieves a constant BST rail voltage by 

directly sensing VSW and controlling an active switch for BST rail charging. And VSW dual-edge 

dead time modulation senses different levels of VIN and IO to generate optimal dead times in VSW 

trailing and leading edges. After that, the detailed circuits and analysis are given, which includes 

active BST balancer, VSW dual edge dead time modulators, pulse-based up- and down-level shifter, 

delay matching cell and gate driver stages. The proposed design is implemented with a 0.35-µm 
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high-voltage BCD process. Finally, the measurement results of the proposed design are provided 

to successfully verify the functionality.  

Chapter 4 firstly review the EMI challenges of fixed fSW switching GaN DC-DC converter, which 

shows high spurs at main switching frequency and its harmonics. The high frequency EMI noise 

and large VSW ringing with fixed strength gate driving are also investigated. Then an automotive-

use GaN DC-DC converter is presented to overcome the EMI challenges in high fSW operation. 

The proposed spurious noise compression scheme compresses the spurious noise within a defined 

frequency sideband Δfm, achieving significant EMI noise reduction at main switching frequency f0 

and its harmonics. And the tri-slope gate driver controls the slew rates of IDH and VSW adaptively 

to suppress VSW ringing and reduce high frequency EMI. The detailed circuit and analysis are 

illustrated, which includes the spurious noise compression clock generator, adaptive tri-slope gate 

driver, nA-IQ dynamic up- and down-level shifters, PWM controller and dual slew rate driver 

stages. Finally, the converter is designed and fabricated with a 0.35-µm high-voltage BCD process, 

and the measurement results successfully verify the functionality and performance of the design.  

In Chapter 5, the high frequency switching challenges in GaN based DC-DC converter are firstly 

investigated, including minimum tdead and minimum ON-time limitations in fixed tdead controlled 

gate drivers. And the ground noise interference in automotive chassis ground is reviewed. Then, a 

ground isolated gate driving GaN driver is presented, which operates at a fSW up to 50MHz and a 

wide VIN from 3V to 40V. The ON-duty mirrors adaptively map the ON-duty times of the gate 

signals from respective input signals, while the self-excited tdead minimizers adjust the delays to 

minimize the tdeads. Meanwhile, an on-die ground isolation maintains robust states of gate drive 

signals over DC ground shifting, AC bounce and high dv/dt transient at VSW. The circuit schematics 
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are presented which includes the ON-duty mirrors and self-excited tdead minimizers, high dv/dt 

immune level shifters, bootstrap and drive rail generators and gate drive stages. The design is 

fabricated, and the experimental results are finally provided and discussed.  

At last, Chapter 6 summaries the research contributions and concludes this dissertation. And the 

future research directions are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2 

GAN BASED DC-DC CONVERSION 

In Chapter 2, the structure of GaN power switches are first introduced in Section 2.1, including 

the depletion mode GaN switches and enhancement mode GaN switches. The normal operation 

characteristics of GaN switches are then elaborated in detail in Section 2.2, which includes the 

transfer characteristics, gate capacitance, optimal gate driving for low on-resistance, and reverse 

conduction characteristics. After that, the four types of challenges of GaN DC-DC converters are 

discussed in due course in Section 2.3, which includes the reliability, efficiency, EMI and high 

frequency switching challenges. Finally, a summary of these challenges is given in Section 2.4.   

2.1   Structure of GaN Devices  

Compared to the conventional GaN-on-Sapphire technology, the GaN-on-Silicon technology has 

naturally appeared as an excellent alternative to significantly reduce the cost, enabling GaN’s mass 

applications. Figure 2.1 shows a typical physical structure of GaN transistor [Lidow-15, Huang-

16a]. A high conductive channel which consists of two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is formed 

at the boundary of AlGaN and GaN layers. Compared to silicon transistor which is relying on 

minority carriers (which are loosely trapped in silicon lattice) to conduct, the 2DEG channel in 

GaN transistor demonstrates a high density of electrons which is suitable for high current 

applications. According to the gate doping and gate threshold voltages, the state-of-art GaN 

transistors has two main categories: the depletion mode GaN transistor, and the enhancement mode 

GaN transistor.  
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Figure 2.1.  Physical structure of GaN transistor. 

The physical structure of depletion mode GaN transistor is demonstrated in Figure 2.2. In normal 

state as shown in Figure 2.2 (a), the transistor is naturally on with zero gate bias voltage due to the 

intrinsic property of GaN crystal and a depletion mode gate material. To turn off the depletion  

 

(a)                                                                                    (b) 

Figure 2.2.  Depletion mode GaN transistor, (a) normally-on state, (b) off state. 

mode GaN device, a negative bias voltage across the gate (G) and source (S) VGS is applied. When 

VGS goes lower than the turn-on threshold VTH, D of the GaN transistor (VGS<VTH, D), the conductive 

channel is cut off, as shown in Figure 2.2(b), and the transistor is turned off. In this period, the 

drain-to-source voltage (VDS) can sustains a very high breakdown voltage. However, with depletion 
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mode GaN transistor, a negative gate drive voltage is required to turn the transistor off, which 

makes the GaN gate driving circuitry more complicated.  

  

(a)                                                                                    (b) 

Figure 2.3.  Enhancement mode GaN transistor, (a) normally-off state, (b) on state. 

To mitigate this issue, an enhancement mode GaN transistor was invented which eliminates the 

need of a negative supply voltage to turn off the transistor and simplifies the design of gate driving 

circuits. Figure 2.3 shows the physical structure of the enhancement mode GaN transistor. Instead 

of normally-on in depletion mode GaN transistor, the conductive channel remains in off state with 

zero gate bias voltage as shown in Figure 2.3(a). An enhancement mode gate is implemented which 

creates a positive turn-on threshold voltage. To turn on the GaN transistor, a positive gate bias 

voltage VGS is applied which attracts the electrons to the boundary of AlGaN and GaN to form a 

conductive channel. When VGS goes higher than the turn-on threshold voltage (VGS>VTH, E), the 

enhancement mode GaN transistor becomes fully turned on, as shown in Figure 2.3(b). Moreover, 

to prevent the GaN transistor from destructive gate breakdown, a maximum gate voltage limit VGS, 

MAX is applied. For example, the maximum VGS rating VGS, MAX of enhancement mode GaN transistor 

EPC8009 is around 6V. 
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2.2   Operation Characteristics of GaN Devices  

To illustrate the operation of enhancement mode GaN transistor, a transfer characteristics curve is 

demonstrated in Figure 2.4 [EPC-15b]. After VGS reaches nearly 1.4V, the transistor starts 

conducting. Due to the high mobility of electrons in GaN material, the GaN transistor shows a 

high transconductance gain and high current conducting capability. For example, under a VGS of 

3V, a typical GaN transistor can conduct a saturation current IDS of 5A. Moreover, the saturation 

current of GaN power transistor shows a negative coefficient with temperature, which protects the 

power devices from permanent damage during a high thermal generation scenario.  

 

Figure 2.4.  Transfer characteristics of enhancement GaN transistor. 

To compare the gate capacitance of GaN transistor to silicon counterparts, a gate charge QG 

comparision is made as shwon in Table 2.1 [EPC-10, OnSemi-13, Infineon-09]. Due to the wide 

bandgap voltage and high electron mobility in GaN devices, under a comprabale breakdown 
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charge, which make it an ideal choice of power switch in high efficient high switching frequency 

(fSW) power converters. 

Table 2.1.  A comparision of gate charge QG between silicon and GaN devices. 

 

Figure 2.5 demonstrates the on-resistance RDS, ON under different gate drive voltage VGS. When VGS 

approaches the maximum gate voltage limit, RDS, ON decreases showing a high conductivity in the 

channel. Thus, to reduce the conduction loss, the gate drive voltage of GaN transistor needs to be 

maximized (5V in Figure 2.5). The temperature coefficient of RDS, ON of GaN transistor is positive 

which is similar with silicon transistor. When temperature goes up due to a high current and high 

 

Figure 2.5.  On-resistance under a varying VGS. 
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thermal generation, the RDS, ON of GaN transistor becomes larger which limits the maximum current 

and protects the transistor from thermal damage.  

 

Figure 2.6.  Reverse conduction characteristics of enhancement GaN transistor. 

Different from silicon transistor which has body diode clamping in reverse conduction, GaN 

transistor lacks body diode and thus has a different reverse conduction mechanism [Colino-11], as 

shown in Figure 2.6. With a zero voltage at gate, the electrons in the channel are fully depleted 

which forces the GaN transistor in off state. However, as the drain voltage further decreases, a 

positive bias voltage is generated between gate and drain, attracting the electrons under the gates 

to form a conductive channel. Due to the unsymmetrical structure in the drain and source of GaN 

transistor, the reverse conduction shows a high resistance [Lidow-15]. For example, to reversely 

conduct a current ISD of 4A, the drain voltage goes to −3V (VSD=3V). On the other hand, since no 

minority carrier is involved in the conduction, there is no reverse recovery loss in GaN transistor 

which significantly reduces the switching loss and makes it highly suited for high fSW switching 

applications.  
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2.3   GaN Based Power Systems 

2.3.1   Buck Conversion   

 

Figure 2.7.  A typical GaN based buck conversion system. 

Figure 2.7 shows a typical GaN based buck converter system, which converts a high input voltage 

VIN to a low output voltage VO [Ke-16a, Ke-17b, Ke-17c, Ke-18, Song-15, Chen-17b]. It consists 

of two GaN power switches MH&ML and their gate driver stages, high speed up- and down-level 

shifters, fixed dead time controller, PWM controller, clock generator and BST rail generator. In 

normal operation, a step-down conversion is achieved. The relation of VO to the input voltage VIN 

can be defined as  

                                                                 𝑉𝑂 = 𝑉𝐼𝑁 × 𝐷𝑂𝑁  ,                                                                                           (2.1) 
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where DON is the ON-duty ratio of this converter. DON is defined as the ratio of ON-time of high 

side GaN switch MH TON to the period of the switching cycle TSW. 

                                                             𝐷𝑂𝑁 =  
𝑇𝑂𝑁

𝑇𝑆𝑊
 = 𝑇𝑂𝑁 × 𝑓𝑆𝑊   ,                                                                                      (2.2) 

where is fSW the switching frequency of the converter. As the fSW is pushed high up to several tens 

of MHz, to achieve a high conversion ratio operation, the ON-duty time becomes very narrow 

down to several nanoseconds which poses a high challenge on the gate driver design.  

As shown in Figure 2.7, two high-speed gate driver stages are used to turn on (off) the GaN power 

switches reliably and high efficiently, suppressing the gate voltage ringing and reducing the 

switching loss. To effectively transmit signals from low-voltage domain to high voltage BST 

domain to drive GaN switches, two high-speed up- and down-level shifters with sub-ns 

propagation delays are implemented, achieving a high frequency operation in GaN based DC-DC 

converter. And the drive rail generator produces the drive rails (such as VBST) to achieve constant 

drive voltages to drive GaN switches efficiently and reliably. To prevent high side and low side 

GaN switches from destructive current shoot-through, a fixed dead time control is used to generate 

dead times during the switching transitions. And a proper dead time could not only improve the 

system reliability, but also improve the system efficiency by minimizing the reverse conduction 

periods of GaN switches for a low power loss.  

On the other hand, in the controller part, a pulse width modulation (PWM) controller is employed 

to generate proper duty cycles based on the feedback signal from output voltage VO, and regulate 

the VO as the load current IO fluctuates. A clock generator is used to provide fixed or modulated 

clock signals to determine the switching frequency of the converter. With the GaN switch 
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implementation, the overall system transient response is greatly improved with high frequency 

switching operations, reducing the system volume and cost. Moreover, to match the delay between 

high side driver path and low side driver path, a delay matching cell is introduced in the drive 

stage(s) compensates the extra delay to improve signal integrity.  

In buck conversion, since the trailing edge slope of VSW is inversely proportional to IO, the 

conventional fixed tdead control becomes inefficient [Ke-16a]. In heavy IO, the charge at CSW is 

discharged quickly with a high peak IL, resulting in a high falling slope of VSW. With a fixed tdead, 

VSW drops down and reaches 0V before the tdead expires, and ML becomes reversely conducted to 

freewheel IL, leading to a high reverse conduction loss. In small IO, on the contrary, the charge at 

 

Figure 2.8.  A typical GaN based boost conversion system. 
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CSW is discharged with a low level of IL, leading to a slow falling slope. After a fixed tdead, ML is 

turned on instantly to pull down VSW to ground, leading to an excessive switching charge loss. 

Hence, an adjustable dead time control based on the load condition is high required.  

2.3.2   Boost Conversion   

A typical GaN based synchronous boost converter system is demonstrated in Figure 2.8, which 

converts a low input voltage VIN to a high output voltage VO [Choi-16, Schirone-17, Han-16]. 

Similarly, it consists of two GaN power switches MH&ML and the gate driver stages, high speed 

up- and down-level shifters, fixed dead time controller, PWM controller, clock generator and BST 

rail generator. In normal operation, a step-up voltage conversion is achieved. Thus, the relation of 

VO to the input voltage VIN can be defined as  

                                                                    𝑉𝑂 =
𝑉𝐼𝑁

1− 𝐷𝑂𝑁 
 ,                                                                                           (2.3) 

where DON is the ON-duty ratio of the boost converter. Different from buck converter, DON is 

defined as the ratio of ON-time of low side GaN switch ML TON to the period of the switching cycle 

TSW. 

                                                             𝐷𝑂𝑁 =  
𝑇𝑂𝑁

𝑇𝑆𝑊
 = 𝑇𝑂𝑁 × 𝑓𝑆𝑊   ,                                                                                      (2.4) 

where is fSW the switching frequency of the converter. Similarly, as the fSW is pushed high in a high 

conversion ratio operation, the ON-duty time and OFF-time in the GaN power switches become 

very narrow which makes the gate driver, level shifter design very difficult.  

The structure of the controller in GaN based boost converter is similar as the structure of controller 

in buck converter as shown in Figure 2.8, as discussed in the previous section. But the boost 
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converter operates in a different approach, which is described as follows. During the rising edge 

of the clock signal Vclk, the PWM signal VPWM triggers high and turns on the low side GaN switch 

ML. The switching node voltage VSW is pulled down closely to ground. Thus, a voltage of VIN is 

placed across the inductor L, and the inductor current IL ramps up. When the IL reaches to a level 

which is determined by the error amplifier in the PWM controller, the PWM signal VPWM triggers 

low to turn off ML and turn on MH. During the dead time interval of this switching transition, VSW 

is charged up with the inductor current IL, and an optimal dead time is achieved when the high side 

GaN switch turns on when VSW crosses VIN. Excessively long dead time causes the reverse 

conduction in MH, which cause VSW rising up 2V or 3V higher than VIN to generate a high-power 

loss. On the other hand, with insufficient dead time, MH turns on before VSW rises close to VIN, 

leading to a high switching loss. During the ON-time of MH, the IL ramps down and the energy is 

delivered to the output, which achieve an effective step-up conversion.  

2.3.3   Buck/Boost Conversion   

Bi-directional DC-DC converter has recently gain popularity due to an increasing need of the bi- 

directional power transfer system [Nan-16a, LT-16, Zhao-15, Park-13]. The fluctuation or sudden 

interruption in the power sources could cause either a data loss in the memories of SoCs, or a 

failure of storing the latest state in automotive system. To overcome this problem, a backup power 

system is required to contend with the power fluctuations and maintain a stable and continuous 

power supply for the loads. Figure 2.9 (a) demonstrates a typical backup power system, which 

consists of a backup battery, a standalone buck converter and boost converter. In normal operation, 

the backup battery is charged from the input bus (VHV), storing the energy in a backup battery. 

During a power outage when VHV is interrupted, the battery powers the main bus from the battery 
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to maintain a stable bus voltage of VHV. Typically, the system employs a buck converter to charge 

the battery from high-voltage VHV (charging mode), and uses a boost converter to immediately  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.9.  (a) Silicon based standalone buck or boost converter, (b) GaN based bi-directional 

buck/boost converter. 
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power VHV from battery VLV (backup mode), as shown in Figure 2.9 (a). Typically, VHV is regulated 

to 12V by the AC-DC adapter from the power source, and a lithium-ion battery (VLV= 3.3V~4.25V) 

is used as a backup power source.  

However, with this standalone buck and boost converter topology, the doubled components or high 

circuit complexity are required, increasing the system volume and cost. Moreover, with the 

standalone buck and boost converter implementation, the transient response of the backup power 

system is limited, resulting in a disturbance in VHV during a power outage. To overcome these 

challenges, a single-stage GaN-based buck/boost converter is developed shown in Figure 2.9 (b). 

By detecting VHV in the mode detector, a single-stage bi-directional converter charges the backup 

battery in buck mode, and immediately powering up the main bus (VHV) during a power outage in 

boost mode. To operate the converter at high fSW up to tens of MHz to improve the transient 

response and maintain high efficiency of the bi-directional converter, GaN power switches have 

great benefits [Gu-15, Xue-15, Huang-16b]. Therefore, compared to the standalone buck and boost 

converter solutions, the single-stage GaN based bi-directional buck/boost converter solution 

greatly reduces the circuit complexity, system volume and cost. 

2.4   Challenges of GaN Based DC-DC Conversion  

As discussed in the previous session, stimulated by the fast-increasing applications and the newly 

emerging GaN technology, the switching power converters are developed to the next-generation 

with fast transient response, small solution size, high integration and high-power density, making 

it suited for automotive applications. With a much smaller gate capacitance and high channel 

conductivity in GaN devices, a high conversion efficiency can be achieved, reducing the large 

solution size and high cost for thermal dissipation. However, there are still some challenges of 
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reliability, efficiency, EMI and high frequency switching in GaN based DC-DC conversion before 

its wide application in automotive. To have a better understanding on these critical issues, these 

four types of challenges are thoroughly discussed in the following session.  

2.4.1   Reliability Challenges   

In automotive applications, GaN based DC-DC converter suffers severe reliability issues.  Figure 

2.10 shows a typical DC-DC converter, which employs GaN power switches for high efficient and 

high fSW operation to increase transient response, and reduce solution size, thermal generation and 

cost. However, two main challenges need to be resolved before its use in automotive [Ke-16a]. 

Firstly, in a buck conversion as shown in Figure 2.10, due to the absent of body diode in the GaN 

transistor ML, the switching node voltage VSW could go negative during VSW trailing and leading-

edge intervals. For example, during the VSW falling edge interval, ML becomes reversely conducted 

to freewheel the inductor current, and VSW goes to −3V. With a constant gate driver power supply 

voltage VDRV, destructive overcharge happens at the bootstrap capacitor CBST, especially in high 

VIN or high load current (IO) conditions which involve high VSW down spikes. With a 5V VDRV, VSW 

can fall to −3V forcing CBST and thus the BST rail to be overcharged which exceeds the VGS 

maximum rating of GaN switch and causes VGS breakdown in GaN switch MH and destructive 

damage to logic-level FETs in the gate driver. A passive Zener diode is conventionally used to 

clamp the BST rail and sink excessive charge to ground, but a tremendously high drive current IDZ 

from VDRV to ground dramatically degrades the driving efficiency. Since the driving loss is 

proportional to fSW, this hard-clamping technique is poorly suited for high fSW operation.  
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Figure 2.10.  A typical GaN based DC-DC converter in automotive applications. [Ke-16a] 

Secondly, a fixed dead time (tdead) control is used to prevent disastrous shoot-through current in 

GaN power switches. However, since the trailing edge slope of VSW is inversely proportional to IO, 

fixed tdead control is problematic. The charge at CSW is discharged quickly with a high peak IO, 

resulting in a high falling slope of VSW. With a fixed tdead, VSW drops down and reaches 0V before 

the tdead expires, and ML becomes reversely conducted to freewheel inductor current which leads 

to a high reverse conduction loss. On the contrary, in small IO, the charge at CSW is discharged with 

a low level of IL, leading to a slow falling slope. And a fixed tdead causes an excessive switching 

charge loss. And VSW falling time is proportional on VIN level, fixed tdead control causes high power 

loss. Thus, fixed tdead causes either a reverse conduction loss or a high switching charge loss. 

Moreover, at a high fSW up to tens of MHz, the power loss due to fixed tdead control becomes 

significantly high. Thus, a high reliable and efficient tdead control scheme is highly required.  
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2.4.2   Power Efficiency and Thermal Challenges   

With the ever-increasing power level and power dissipation, the GaN DC-DC converters suffer 

severe thermal problems. Figure 2.11 shows the thermal distribution map of a typical GaN based 

DC-DC converter which converts a voltage of 48V to 12V with a buck topology at 300KHz  

 
© 2016 IEEE 

Figure 2.11.  Thermal distribution map of a typical GaN based DC-DC converter. [Reusch-16] 

switching frequency [Reusch-16]. However, due to the high-power level up to 360W and high-

power dissipation, the peak temperature at the GaN FETs is nearly 100  ℃ . A bulky fan is 

implemented as shown in Figure 2.11 to increase the thermal dissipation, however, it dramatically 

increases the solution size. Moreover, the miniaturization of GaN transistors makes the thermal 
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dissipation more challenging, thus a more efficient power conversion is required which reduces 

the power loss. 

The power loss of the DC-DC converter mainly consists three categories: the conduction loss, the 

switching loss and the gate charge loss [Rohm-11]. To reduce the conduction loss in GaN power 

switches, the gate driver voltage needs to be maximized to effective reduce the on-resistance. 

Typically, the drive rail voltages VDRV are generated either stepping down from the high voltage 

bus with a linear regulator, or directly from the low output voltage with a controlled power switch. 

However, since VDRV is regulated from the bus voltage which is 2× or 4× higher, a huge penalty 

on efficiency is resulted. In the second approach when the output voltage is unexpected low, a 

dramatically increase of on-resistance in GaN power switches are resulted which severely degrades 

the system efficiency. With a much less gate in GaN switches, a much lower gate charge loss and 

switching loss in each switching period are achieved. However, as the switching frequency is 

pushed high, the switching loss becomes dominating especially in light load condition since it is 

proportional the switching frequency. On the other hand, the power loss due to the conventional 

hard switching technique is high during the switching transitions. Thus, more efficient gate driving 

techniques and circuits are required to reduce the conduction loss and switching loss of GaN 

switches, enabling their use in high frequency applications.  

2.4.3   EMI Challenges   

The electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise becomes a major challenge that must be overcome 

before using GaN in automotive applications [Ke-17b, Ke-17c]. Firstly, the fixed gate driving 

technique in GaN converters incurs high di/dt and dv/dt transitions which cause high frequency 
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EMI noise that spreads through input bus. In a GaN based DC-DC converter as shown in Figure 

2.12, the fixed gate driving incurs high speed transitions of switching node voltage (VSW) and drain 

current of high side GaN FET MH. The instantaneous current which is much higher than the 

inductor current is drawn from VIN, charging VSW up and increasing EMI noise. This could create 

unwanted noise or even a malfunction in the safety-related systems. A bulky input filter is 

conventionally employed to reduce EMI noise at VIN bus, but it dramatically increases system 

volume and cost.  

  

Figure 2.12.  EMI challenges of fixed frequency GaN based DC-DC converter. 

On the other hand, with fixed fSW control, as fSW rises to several tens of MHz in a GaN power 

converters, the spurious switching noise at fundamental frequency (fSW) and its harmonic 

frequencies shown in Figure 2.12 can no longer be handled effectively by passive EMI filters. 

Interleaving technique and frequency hopping are developed to reduce the spurs. However, 
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multiple inductors and complex clock control are involved. With the discrete and predictable 

frequencies in frequency hopping, the spurious noise cannot be suppressed completely under the 

EMI noise limit in automotive standard. Hence, effective EMI reduction techniques are in urgent 

demands for high fSW automotive-use GaN DC-DC converters.   

2.4.4   High Frequency Switching Challenges   

 

Figure 2.13.  High frequency switching challenges in GaN based DC-DC converter. 

To operate at high switching frequency up to several tens of MHz, the conventional GaN gate 

drivers become problematic [Song-15, Ke-18]. Firstly, in the conventional GaN gate driver, a fixed 
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low-side switch ML to prevent MH and ML from catastrophic current shoot-through, as shown in 

Figure 2.13. However, this causes a long tdead at the switching node VSW falling edge. This 

excessively long tdead incurs a high reverse conduction loss in ML, degrading efficiency 

dramatically as fSW increases. Moreover, due to the delay mismatch between rising and falling 

edges, tdead is not minimized and the effective on-time TON is reduced.  

Secondly, the automotive electronic devices share a common chassis ground which involves large 

parasitic inductance/resistance (LGND, RGND) in ground return trace as shown in Figure 2.13. With 

high level of DC return current from power loads and AC return current from switching converters, 

the voltage level of the local ground panel (VGND2) can be shifted up significantly from VGND1. On 

the other hand, as load power in switching power converters reaches tens of Watts, high di/dt 

transient occurs at ML. With a voltage drop at the common source inductance at source of ML, VGL 

becomes distorted, causing significantly increased turn-on/-off periods that lead to high power loss. 

Moreover, the high dv/dt transient on VSW injects large coupling current into the level shifters in 

the gate driver. This high coupling current can distort the signal current, causing a transmission 

error of the level shifting signal. Therefore, suppressing the DC ground shifting, AC ground 

bounce and high dv/dt transient at VSW becomes highly desirable to realize a high fSW GaN DC-DC 

converter for automotive-use. 

2.5   Summary  

Based on the discussion on Section 2.3, all challenges of GaN based DC-DC converters or GaN 

gate drivers have been elaborated, which are summarized in Table 2.2. Due to ever-increasing 

demand on fast transient response, small solution size and high-power density, high frequency DC-
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DC converters become more popular. But the power efficiency is greatly compromised due to a 

significantly increased switching loss with silicon power transistors as the switching frequency fSW 

goes high. GaN technology has the potential to replace conventional silicon technology due to the 

far superior figure of merits. However, the reliability, efficiency, EMI and high frequency 

switching challenges remain in the GaN based DC-DC converters for automotive applications.  

Table 2.2.  Summary of different challenges in GaN DC-DC conversion. 

 

Firstly, high reliability is highly required before using GaN based DC-DC converter in automotive 

applications, which needs to overcome the bootstrap overcharge challenge to protect GaN switches 

from destructive breakdown, and fixed tdead control challenge to realizing reliable and efficient 

switching actions to prevent shoot-through current of GaN switches. Secondly, with a reduced 

Type Detailed Challenges

Reliability 
➢ Bootstrap (BST) rail overcharge

➢ High voltage level shifting

Efficiency
➢ Fixed dead time control 

➢ Low IQ level shifting 

EMI

➢ Fixed strength gate driving 

➢ Fixed frequency switching

➢ Frequency hopping 

High Frequency

Switching

➢ Dead time limitation / ON-time limitation

➢ Ground noise interference

➢ High dv/dt switching transient 
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profile in GaN switches, a high efficient power conversion for less thermal generation becomes 

urgent. Minimizing the conduction loss and switching loss to improve the overall power efficiency 

is thus in urgent demand. Thirdly, as the switching frequency goes high, the fixed switching 

frequency and fixed strength gate driving generate high EMI noise, jeopardizing the performance 

and functionality of entire power system in automotive. Last but not the least, to operate the 

converter at high frequency high power applications, tdead needs to be minimized to reduce the 

reverse conduction loss, and a high-performance gate driver is required to suppress ground DC/AC 

shifting and high dv/dt transient at switching node.  

Therefore, a family of high fSW GaN driver or GaN based DC-DC converter solutions have been 

developed to address the main design challenges before their wide use in automotive. A variety of 

system architectures, operation and control schemes, and circuit design techniques have been 

developed to improve the reliability, efficiency and reduce the EMI noise in high frequency GaN 

based DC-DC converters. 
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CHAPTER 3 

HIGH RELIABILITY GAN BASED DC-DC CONVERSION 

In this chapter, the reliability challenges of GaN based DC-DC converters in automotive 

applications are first reviewed, including the bootstrap rail overcharge and conventional fixed dead 

time control, in Section 3.1. The system architecture of the proposed GaN driver is then introduced, 

and illustrates two key operation schemes – active BST balancing and VSW dual-edge tdead 

modulation, in Section 3.2. The active BST balancing technique achieves a constant BST rail 

voltage controlling an active switch. And VSW dual-edge dead time modulation senses different 

levels of VIN and IO to generate optimal dead times in VSW trailing and leading edges. In Section 

3.3, the detailed circuits and analysis are given, which includes active BST balancer, VSW dual edge 

dead time modulators, pulse-based level shifters, delay matching cell and gate driver stages. 

Finally, the measurement results of the proposed design are provided in Section 3.4 to successfully 

verify the functionality and performance.  

3.1   Reliability Challenges of Automotive-Use GaN Based DC-DC Conversion  

3.1.1   Bootstrap Rail Overcharge with Passive Zener Diode Clamping 

DC-DC converters have gained more popularity in automotive due to the high efficiency of power 

conversion. To meet the demands for high power density, low solution size and fast transient 

response, pushing the switching frequency to high becomes inevitable. However, the power 

efficiency degrades significantly as the switching loss dramatically increases with the conventional 

silicon-FET which demands a high cost for thermal dissipation. Gallium Nitride (GaN) FETs have 

demonstrated superior figure-of-merits as power switches in alleviating these challenges. On the 
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other hand, automotive electronics operate from the car battery (VIN, normally 12V) which 

experiences a wide fluctuation up to 40V in load dump or down to 3V in worst crank [Freescale-

10, Dragoi-16]. This requires the power converters, supplied by the battery, to withstand the harsh 

VIN operating conditions. To implement such, a single-stage high fSW GaN-based converter has 

proven a faster transient response to VIN and load transients, showing a higher efficiency, small 

volume and low cost of the solution [Ke-16a, Ke-17b, Ke-17c, Ke-18, Song-15, Chen-17b, 

Patterson-16, Nan-16b].  

However, GaN FET structure and operation are fundamentally dissimilar to silicon FET’s, 

therefore requiring specialized circuit techniques. Figure 3.1 shows the challenge of the destructive 

 

© 2016 IEEE 

Figure 3.1.  Destructive bootstrap rail overcharge in conventional GaN gate driver. [Ke-16a] 

bootstrap (BST) rail overcharge in conventional high voltage, high fSW GaN gate drivers [Song-15, 

Chen-17b, TI-11b]. In the silicon-FET based BST gate driver, the BST capacitor (CBST) is charged 
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from a constant supply VDRV through a high-voltage diode DHV. CBST has little risk of being 

overcharged since the switching node voltage (VSW) is cannot go lower than −0.7V due to intrinsic 

body diode clamping in the silicon-FET power switch of ML. But because GaN FETs lack body 

diodes, destructive overcharge will happen in high VIN or high load current (IO) conditions, as 

shown in Figure 3.1. During transition periods at VSW trailing/leading edges, VSW falls to negative 

to form a reverse conduction in GaN switch ML. VSW can fall to −3V (compared to −0.7V 

conventionally) forcing CBST and thus the BST rail, VBST−VSW, to be overcharged up to nearly 8V, 

which is much higher than the VGS maximum rating (5.5V) of GaN switch. Thus, VGS breakdown 

in GaN switch MH and destructive damage to logic-level FETs of gate driver are induced. A Zener 

diode (DZ in Figure 3.1) clamping technique is conventionally used to protect the BST rail by 

sinking excessive charge to ground [Song-15, Chen-17b, TI-11b]. However, a tremendously high 

drive current through DZ (IDZ in Figure 3.1) from VDRV to ground is resulted, especially in high VIN 

or IO conditions, degrading driving efficiency. Moreover, this technique is poorly suited for high 

switching frequency (fSW) operation as its power loss is proportional to fSW. Several BST techniques 

which leverage the bulky inductors to achieve controllable current charging are implemented 

[Roschatt-16, Seidel-17], however, a large system size and complex control circuits are involved.  

3.1.2   Fixed Dead Time Control  

To prevent disastrous shoot-through current in GaN power switches for high reliability, dead time 

(tdead) control is employed [Ke-16a, Ke-17b, Ke-17c, Ke-18, Song-15, Chen-17b, Lima-07, 

Strydom-13, Wittmann-16, Yu-15, Maderbacher-11, Lee-11]. However, the conventional fixed 

tdead control is problematic due to the trailing edge slope of VSW being inversely proportional to IO, 

as shown in Figure 3.2. In heavy IO, the charge at CSW is discharged quickly with a high peak IL, 
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resulting in a high falling slope of VSW. With a fixed tdead, VSW drops down and reaches 0V before 

the tdead expires, and ML becomes reversely conducted to freewheel IL, leading to a high reverse 

conduction loss (due to high reverse conduction voltage VSD). In small IO, on the contrary, the 

charge at CSW is discharged with a low level of IL, leading to a slow falling slope. After a fixed 

tdead, ML is turned on instantly to pull down VSW to ground, leading to an excessive switching charge 

loss. On the  

© 2016 IEEE 

Figure 3.2.  Different VSW trailing edge slew rates with different IO. [Ke-16a] 

other hand, since VSW falling time is proportional on VIN level, fixed tdead control causes high power 

loss. With fixed tdead, either a reverse conduction loss is incurred at low VIN, or a high switching 

charge loss is induced at high VIN. At a high fSW up to tens of MHz, the power loss due to fixed tdead 

control becomes significantly increased. To overcome these challenges, several tdead control 
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schemes are presented [Wittmann-16, Yu-15, Maderbacher-11, Lee-11]. Digital tdead control is 

proposed which uses digital cells to generate adaptive tdead, however, a high circuit complexity is 

involved [Wittmann-16, Yu-15]. A near-optimal tdead control are proposed [Maderbacher-11, Lee-

11]; however, these approaches suffer long delay in sensing loop only applicable to low fSW 

operation [Maderbacher-11, Lee-11]. Thus, BST rail overcharge/passive clamping and non-

optimal dead time control in GaN gate driver are challenging to achieve reliable and efficient GaN-

based power converters in automotive applications.  

Hence, a high voltage GaN gate driver is presented, which overcomes the challenges of reliability 

and efficiency for high fSW operation in automotive applications. An active bootstrap balancing 

scheme is presented to directly sense the zero-cross intersection of the VSW negative spikes and 

adaptively control the BST charging in different IO and VIN, achieving a constant BST rail voltage, 

VBST–VSW, to improve the reliability and protect GaN switch from VGS breakdown. Meanwhile, two 

complementary VSW dual-edge tdead modulators are proposed to sense the levels of IO and VIN to 

generate optimal tdead for the VSW trailing/leading edges to improve efficiency.  

3.2   Proposed High Reliability GaN DC-DC Conversion with Active Bootstrap Balancing 

and VSW Dual Edge Dead Time Modulation 

3.2.1   System Architecture  

Figure 3.3 illustrates the system architecture of the proposed GaN driver. To achieve high efficient 

power conversion at high fSW, two enhancement mode GaN FETs (MH&ML) are employed as power 

switches. To mitigate the EMI noise that is injected into VIN bus and suppress VSW ringing, two 

slew rate (SR) controlled driver stages are utilized to switch MH&ML with different drive strength. 

To fast transmit signals between high-voltage BST rail and low-voltage rail reliably, two pulse-
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based dynamic up- and down-level shifters with complementary structure are implemented. On 

the other hand, two VSW dual-edge dead time (tdead) modulators sense the levels of IO and VIN to 

adaptively generate modulated delays (tmd_up & tmd_dn in Figure 3.3) for VSW leading and trailing 

edges to adjust tdeads, realizing a ZVS turn-on of MH and ML to reduce the switching loss, as shown 

in the waveform of Figure 3.3. Instead of generating BST rail voltage (VBST–VSW) directly from a 

constant voltage power source through a passive diode, an active BST balancer (ABB) is employed 

to sense the zero-crossing intersection of VSW and control the charging action of the BST capacitor 

 

Figure 3.3.  System architecture and operating waveforms of proposed GaN driver. 

CBST. It achieves a balanced and constant bootstrap voltage (VBST–VSW) over different IO and VIN, 

and regulates the bootstrap voltage within the maximum VGS rating of GaN switch, preventing 

GaN power switch from VGS breakdown to improve system reliability. Furthermore, a delay  
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Figure 3.4.  ABB: system topology and operating waveforms at different VIN/IO. 

matching cell is implemented to compensate the delay mismatch introduced by the up-level shifter 

between high side and low side driving paths to maintain the drive signal integrity.  
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3.2.2   Active Bootstrap Balancing   

Figure 3.4 briefly describes the GaN driver with the proposed active bootstrap balancing scheme.  

Rather than solely using a passive diode for charging BST rail and depending on a lossy Zener 

diode for over voltage clamping and in conventional BST gate driver, the ABB scheme adaptively 

regulate the BST rail voltage, VBST−VSW, by directly sensing the zero-cross intersection of the VSW 

negative spike. With a back-to-back connected PMOS switch (MBST) and a power diode (DHV), as 

shown in Figure 3.4, the BST charging is fully controlled to achieve a constant BST rail voltage 

in different levels of IO and VIN, preventing GaN switch from VGS breakdown. The operation 

principle is illustrated in waveform of Figure 3.4. During the turn-on of the high-side switch (MH), 

the active BST switch, MBST, stays off. As MH turns off, a hazardous negative spike (Vspike) on VSW 

occur at the VSW trailing edge, especially in high IO condition. During this period, the active BST 

switch MBST remains off.  Until the low side switch (ML) is turned on, the VSW zero-crossing sensor 

(VZCS) detects the level of VSW which is further level shifted up to VSNS. The VSW level at ML turn-

on is given by  

                                                               𝑉𝑆𝑊 =  − 𝐼𝐿 × 𝑅𝑂𝑁_𝑀𝐿  .                                                                                   (3.1)  

where RON_ML is the on-resistance of ML, and VRLS is the DC up level shifting voltage. During the 

turn-on of ML, the inductor current IL falls, VSW ramps up linearly and VSNS follows as shown in the 

waveform of Figure 3.4. As VSNS crosses a reference voltage of Vref, the sub-ns propagation delay                                 

comparator (CMP) triggers high, and MBST turns on to start the charging of BST rail. The BST 

charging period (tcharge) terminates immediately when ML is turned off. At a high level of IO VSW 

crosses VSNS later, resulting in a shorter tcharge. At a low level of IO, VSW crosses VSNS earlier, 
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resulting in a longer tcharge, as shown in Figure 3.4. In this way, the ABB scheme automatically 

adjusts the charging start-point and charging time tcharge to achieve a constant BST rail voltage 

which minimizes the on-resistance of MH and prevents GaN switch from VGS breakdown. 

 

Figure 3.5.  The voltage balancing principle of ABB scheme. 

Figure 3.5 illustrates the detailed BST rail voltage balancing principle of the proposed ABB 

scheme. To achieve a constant BST rail voltage (VBST−VSW), VSW is detected and compared to a 

reference Vref which is generated from power source VDRV. Thus, Vref is given by 

                                                         𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 =  𝑉𝐷𝑅𝑉 − 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓 × 𝑅𝐷𝑅𝑉  .                                                                                         (3.2)                                 

On the other hand, VSW level shifted up by a voltage of VRLS, which fits in to the common mode 

input range of the comparator CMP. Hence, the VSW level (VSW_ST) when MBST turns on for BST 

rail charging is  
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                                                          𝑉𝑆𝑊_𝑆𝑇 =  𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 −  𝐼𝑏  ×  𝑅𝐿𝑆 .                                                                                             (3.3)                                 

With a low on-resistance in MBST, the voltage drop across MBST becomes ignorable. But the dropout 

voltage across the power diode DHV which is defined as VD, is compensated by the up level shifting 

voltage of VRLS. In this way, a constant BST rail voltage is regulated, which is given by 

                                        (𝑉𝐵𝑆𝑇 − 𝑉𝑆𝑊) =  𝑉𝐷𝑅𝑉 − 𝑉𝐷 − 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝑉𝑅𝐿𝑆 = 𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓  × 𝑅𝐷𝑅𝑉  .                                   (3.4)                                 

To regulate a BST rail voltage which is within the maximum VGS rating of GaN switch, an 

adjustable resistor RDRV is used to achieve a constant 5.1V BST rail voltage (VBST−VSW) and realize 

a reliable and efficient gate driving.  

To illustrate the advantage of the proposed scheme for GaN driver applications in comparison with 

state-of-the-art BST charging techniques [Ke-16a, Song-15, ADI-16, Park-05, TI-09, Mitrovic-16, 

OnSemi-08, Abe-07]. as shown in Figure 3.6, a comparison is made. Figure 3.6(a) shows the BST 

charging with a passive diode DP, however, it leads BST overcharge when VSW goes negative [ADI-

16]. Moreover, it also involves a high dropout voltage across DP which lowers efficiency. To 

reduce dropout voltage, a pMOS switch (MP) based BST charging [Song-15] and a nMOS switch 

(MN) based BST charging [Park-05] have been developed recently, which are illustrated in Figure 

3.6(b) and Figure 3.6(c). However, the large-size of MP and MN, and the long propagation delay 

introduced by the level shifter and charge pump limit their use only in low fSW applications. In a 

high VIN voltage operation, the level shifter or charge pump need to sustain high voltage which 

occupied a high die size and cost. Moreover, due to the parasitic body diodes in MP and MN, a 

severe BST overcharge occurs which would cause a damage on the high side GaN switch or the 

logic gate in the gate driver stages. Thus, the proposed active balancing scheme is proposed, as 
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shown in Figure 3.6(d). By connecting the low-voltage pMOS MBST and high-voltage DHV in a 

back-to-back fashion, only small-size and low voltage p-type transistor MBST is required which 

eliminates slow high voltage level shifters, making it suitable for high fSW GaN gate driver 

applications [Ke-16a].   

 

                                                 (a)                                                            (b)                                             

 

                                                 (c)                                                            (d)                                             

Figure 3.6.  BST charging: (a) passive diode charging, (b) pMOS charging with up-level shifter, 

(c) nMOS charging with charge pump, and (d) proposed ABB scheme. 
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3.2.3   VSW Dual Edge Dead Time Modulation 

Figure 3.7 depicts the block diagram of the proposed IO/VIN-sensed VSW dual-edge tdead modulation. 

 

Figure 3.7.  Block diagram of proposed VSW dual-edge tdead modulation. 

Rather than using fixed tdead control, two complementary tdead modulators are employed to sense 

the levels of IO (by sensing IL) and VIN and generate optimal tdead for the VSW trailing/leading edges 

to improve efficiency. In VSW trailing edge, tdead is firstly calibrated at a small VSW slew rate (at low 

IO) with the help of VSW zero-crossing sensor (VZCS), targeting on a zero-voltage switching (ZVS) 

turn-on of ML as illustrated in Figure 3.8. At a given capacitance CSW that is mainly introduced by 

parasitic of MH and ML, the VSW falling time (tSW_F) is determined by the level of IO (or inductor 

current IL, specifically) and VIN.  In this way, tSW_F can be calculated as  
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                                                          𝑡𝑆𝑊_𝐹 =
 𝐶𝑆𝑊 × 𝑉𝐼𝑁

𝐼𝐿_𝑃
 .                                                                                                (3.5) 

where IL_P is the peak point value of IL. With the VSW zero-crossing sensor, a proper delay is created 

in the VSW trailing edge tdead modulator to turn on ML at the time when VSW crosses 0V, and a ZVS 

turn-on of ML is realized to achieve a significantly reduced switching loss, as shown in the  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.8.  ZVS switching in tdead intervals of (a) VSW trailing edge (b) VSW rising edge. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 3.9.  Operation principle tdead modulation in (a) VSW trailing edge, and (b) leading edge. 
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operating principle of Figure 3.8. Hence, an optimal tdead in VSW trailing edge is defined as below  

                                                               𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 = 𝑡𝑆𝑊_𝐹  .                                                                                                 (3.6)                                 

After that, to achieve ZVS turn-on of ML over wide VIN and IO, the modulator adaptively adjusts  

tdead based on changes in IO or VIN in the tdead modulator as illustrated in Figure 3.7. When IO (IOSNS) 

decreases, the current that charges CCF drops and VCF thus droops. A smaller VCF generate a longer 

delay in the delay generator, until a new balanced VCF level and a longer tdead is achieved. On the 

other hand, when VIN increases, the discharge current (at CCF) becomes stronger and VCF decreases, 

until a longer tdead is generated. In this way, a longer ideal tdead is achieved for a smaller IO (or for 

a larger VIN with a fixed IO, equivalently) given a defined CSW, achieving a ZVS turn-on of ML to 

improve efficiency. Either insufficient or excessive tdead causes extra switching charge loss or 

reverse conduction loss in ML which exhibits a larger reverse conduction drop (VSD) due to the lack 

of body diode, as shown in Figure 3.9(a). Similarly, tdead is minimized in the VSW leading edge 

modulator when inductor current stays positive (IL flows from VSW for the entire switching cycle), 

by detecting the zero-crossing of VSW when ML is turned on.  When IO drops and IL starts crossing 

0A, the VSW leading edge modulator is activated as shown in Figure 3.7, and IL reaches its valley 

point when MH starts to turn on. Hence, VSW is charged up with the negative IL during tdead until it 

reaches to VIN, realizing an optimal turn-on of MH, as illustrated in Figure 3.8(b). With a given VIN 

and IL, the VSW rising time is defined as  

                                                              𝑡𝑆𝑊_𝑅 =
 𝐶𝑆𝑊 × 𝑉𝐼𝑁

𝐼𝐿_𝑉
 .                                                                                                 (3.7)  

where IL_V is the valley point of IL. As shown in Figure 3.8(b), the optimal tdead in VSW leading edge 

is given by  
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                                                                 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 = 𝑡𝑆𝑊_𝐹  .                                                                                                 (3.8)                                 

To achieve ZVS turn-on of MH when IL crosses 0A in different VIN and IO, tdead in VSW leading edge 

is adaptively adjusted based on different levels of VIN and IO. The tdead modulation is illustrated in 

Figure 3.9(b). When IL stays positive, detected by the zero-crossing sensor, a minimized tdead is 

generated in tdead modulator (in Figure 3.7) by pulling VCR to high, and MH turns on immediately 

as ML turns off to reduce the reverse conduction loss. Starting when IL=0A, tdead is adaptively 

modulated based on the levels of VIN and IO (by detecting the absolute value of IL, IL_V). When IO 

decreases and IL_V goes more negative (larger in absolute value of IL_V), the current that charges 

CCR increases and VCR thus rises. A higher VCR generate a shorter delay in the delay generator, until 

a new balanced VCR level and a shorter tdead are realized. On the other hand, when VIN decreases, 

the discharge current (at CCR) becomes weaker and VCR increases, until a shorter tdead is reached. 

In this way, a shorter ideal tdead is achieved for a lower VIN or when IO decreases (IL_V goes more 

negative), achieving a ZVS turn-on of MH to reduce the switching loss at light load. As shown in 

Figure 3.9(b), insufficient tdead in VSW leading edge leads to an extra switching charge loss, and 

excessively long tdead causes a reverse conduction loss in MH. 

3.3   Circuits and System Implementations 

3.3.1   Active Bootstrap Balancer 

Figure 3.10 illustrates the circuit schematic and key waveforms of the proposed active BST 

balancer. During the turn-on of MH, VSW rises to VIN and the active BST switch MBST stays off. The 

BST rail supplies the charge to turn on MH, as shown in the waveform of Figure 3.10. The fully-

integrated power diode DHV isolates the high-voltage VBST from the low-voltage BST switch MBST, 
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while the back-to-back connected LDMOS MLD and MN  stay off to protect the internal low-voltage 

circuits from high-voltage VSW. When MH turns off, hazardous negative VSW spikes (Vspike) occurs,  
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Figure 3.10.  Circuit implementation and operation waveform of active BST balancer. [Ke-16a] 

especially in high levels of IO or VIN as shown in Figure 3.10. At this interval, the gate signal Vpgate 

stays high and MBST maintains off to prevent BST rail from overcharge. As ML is turned on, MLD 

and MN are turned on to pass the level of VSW to the zero-crossing sensor. The sensed VSW level is 

further level shifted up by VRLS (=Ib×RLS) to VSNS to fit within the input common mode range of the 

comparator and compensate the voltage drop across DHV. With stacked pull-down nMOSs (MNpd1, 
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MNpd2), the zero-crossing sensor can detect a more negative level of VSW (nearly −1.4V). During 

the turn-on of ML, the inductor current (IL) ramps down and VSW rises. And VSNS follows until it 

crosses Vref as shown in Figure 3.10. Then the output of comparator VCMP triggers high immediately 

to pull down the gate (Vpgate) of MBST, starting the charging of BST rail. In this way, the BST rail 

voltage is regulated to Iref×RDRV, which is nearly 5.1V in this design. Moreover, with the help of 

differential bridging resistors (R1, R2) in the comparator, the propagation delay is minimized to 

sub-ns level, realizing a high-speed VSW sensing for high fSW operations. When VLSON and VGL go 

low to turn off ML, MBST is turned off immediately as shown in Figure 3.10, preventing VBST from 

overcharge in the VSW leading edge tdead interval.  

In different IO and VIN conditions which involve different levels of VSW and Vspike, the active BST 

balancer detects the VSW zero-crossing intersection, and adaptively adjust the charging start point 

and tcharge to maintain a constant BST rail voltage (VBST−VSW). When IO decreases, VSW ramps up 

at a higher level during the turn-on of ML as shown in Figure 3.10. VSNS crosses Vref earlier, resulting 

in a longer charging time tcharge. In this way, a reliable gate driving for GaN switches is realized, 

eliminating a high driving current in passive Zener diode of conventional BST circuit. Moreover, 

to reduce bouncing voltage level due to the parasitic of bond wires in terminals VBST and VSW, CBST 

is fully integrated on-chip. An on-chip Zener diode (DCLP) is used for second-order protection. 

3.3.2   VSW Dual Edge Dead Time Modulators 

Figure 3.11 illustrates the circuit schematic of IO/VIN-sensed VSW dual-edge tdead modulators. 

Instead of using fixed tdead control, two complementary tdead modulators sense the levels of IO and 

VIN to adjust tdead for VSW trailing and leading edges, realizing a ZVS turn-on of GaN switches MH 

and ML. To sense IL, the peak and valley values of IL are sensed by detecting the level of VSW. In 
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VSW trailing edge, the inductor current peak value IL_P is detected, which is proportional to IO. With 

VZCS, the sensing ratio of IO/IOSNS and RSNS are firstly calibrated and an optimal tdead is achieved 

at low IO with a slow VSW slew rate, by detecting VSW level when ML turns on. As shown in Figure 

3.11, the tdead is detected through VGL and VGHb (which is down level shifted from VGH), and a 

charging pulse (pulse-width equals to tdead) is generated at the D-flip-flop (DFF) which further 

controls the charging for VCR. As IO and VIN changes, the modulator adaptively adjusts tdead. When 

IO (or IL_P) decreases, the sensed current ILSNS drops. Then the charge current (Ichg) decreases and 
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Figure 3.11.  Circuit schematic of IO/VIN-sensed VSW dual-edge tdead modulators. [Ke-16a] 

VCR thus droops. A smaller VCR leads to a longer delay (from IN to OUT in the trailing edge tdead 

modulator) since it takes longer time to charge the capacitor Cd. With a longer delay time between 

MH turn-off and ML turn-on, the tdead in VSW trailing edge of the next cycle becomes longer, until a 

new balanced VCR is modulated. Given a VIN, the total charge (QB) goes to CR by Ichg in each cycle 
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is fixed, which is defined as  

                                                   𝑄𝐵 =  𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 × 𝐼𝑐ℎ𝑔 =  𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑  ×  𝑘𝐼𝐿_𝑃 .                                                                           (3.9)                               

where k is the current sensing ratio. To regulate an optimal tdead to achieve a ZVS turn-on of ML 

over a wide IO, the tdead in VSW trailing edge can be calculated as 

                                                      𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 =
𝑄𝐵

𝑘𝐼𝐿_𝑃
=  

𝐶𝑆𝑊 × 𝑉𝐼𝑁

𝐼𝐿_𝑃
 .                                                                                                 (3.10)                                 

Hence, tdead is modulated inversely proportional to IO (or IL_P). Similarly, when VIN decreases, the 

discharge current (IVIN) becomes smaller and VCR increases, the tdead is modulated smaller linearly 

as shown in equation (10). In this way, a shorter tdead is achieved for a high IO (or for a low VIN 

with a fixed IO, equivalently) with a given CSW. 

In VSW leading edge, on the other hand, tdead is minimized (VZC=0V) when IL stays positive in the 

leading edge tdead modulator. And the inductor current valley value IL_V is detected by VZCS. When 

IO drops and IL starts crossing 0A, VSW is recharged to VIN during tdead with a negative IL_V, realizing 

an optimal turn-on of MH. In the meantime, the inductor valley value IL_V is detected to achieve 

ILSNS in the tdead modulator. Similarly, with a larger absolute value of IL_V and larger ILSNS when IO 

decreases (Ichg becomes higher), or when VIN decreases (IVIN becomes smaller), a shorter tdead is 

modulated accordingly and VSW is charged up to VIN earlier. Thus, tdead in VSW leading edge is 

calculated as follows  

                                                      𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑 =
𝑄𝐵

𝑘𝐼𝐿_𝑉
=  

𝐶𝑆𝑊 × 𝑉𝐼𝑁

𝐼𝐿_𝑉
 .                                                                                                 (3.11)                                 

In this way, both extra reverse conduction loss or switching charge loss at MH turn-on is minimized, 

improve the efficiency at light load.  
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3.3.3   Pulse-Based Dynamic Up- and Down-Level Shifter 

High speed level shifters are crucial for high fSW operation in GaN gate drivers [Ke-16a, Song-15, 

Ke-16b]. Figure 3.12(a) shows the circuit of pulse-based dynamic up-level shifter with a 

symmetrical differential input to improve the common mode immunity over high dv/dt transient 

at VSW. With the high-voltage LDMOSs (Mld1 and Mld2), a nearly 40V isolation between high-

voltage BST rail and low-voltage VDD rail is achieved, and the low-voltage small-size nMOSs 

 

            (a)          (b) 

Figure 3.12.  Pulse-based dynamic (a) up-level shifter, and (b) down-level shifter. 

 (MN1 and MN2) enable a fast driving/transition. When the input of up-level shifter goes high 

(IN_UP=”1”), MN2 is turned on immediately. In the meantime, a dynamic pulse signal (~2 ns in 
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this design) which is defined by a resistor Rpls and a capacitor Cpls is generated at the gate of the 

nMOS Mpls. Then the tail current through Mpls dramatically increases which boosts the slew rate 

of the level shifter. VP2 is pulled down immediately to charge VP3 up, and the output of the level 

shifter OUT_UP goes high with a sub-ns propagation delay. At the same time, MP1 pulls VP1 up to 

turn off MN4 quickly, minimizing the settling time for VP3. Moreover, this cross-coupled structure 

of MP1 & MP2 improves the common mode immunity against high dv/dt at VSW. After the transition, 

only a small static current IS remains to save the static power. A similar operation occurs when 

IN_UP goes down.  

On the other hand, to sense the high side gate signal VGH for effective tdead control, a pulse-based 

dynamic down-level shifter is employed as shown in Figure 3.12(b). Similarly, when the input 

signal IN_DN goes low, MP1 is turned on immediately, and a dynamic pulse is generated at the 

gate of the pMOS MP. With a high slew rate contributed by a significantly increased tail current, 

VN1 and VN3 rise up immediately, and thus the output of the down level shifter OUT_DN triggers 

high. In this way, the dynamic pulse increases the slew rate to reduce the delay, and a small tail 

current (IS) stays to reduce the static current from VBST. Moreover, two low-voltage pMOSs (MP1, 

MP2) are cascoded with two drain-extended pMOSs (Mde1, Mde2), enabling fast switching transition 

and high-voltage isolation between BST rail and VDD rail.  

3.3.4   Delay Match Cell 

Figure 3.13 shows the circuit of the programmable delay matching cell, which generates a delay 

in the low side drive path to compensate the extra delay in the high side path and improve signal 

integrity. The delay of the up-level shifter (tULS) and the delay of high side driver stage (tdHS) 

constitute the total delay (VDH to VGH) of high side driver (tHS), which is given by  
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Figure 2.13.  The programmable delay matching cell. 

                                                        𝑡𝐻𝑆 =  𝑡𝑈𝐿𝑆 +  𝑡𝑑𝐻𝑆 .                                                                                                  (3.12)   

On the other hand, the total propagation delay in the low side path (tLS) consists of the delay of low 

side driver stage (tdLS) and the delay of the programmable delay matching cell (tcd). To match the 

delay of tHS to tLS, tcd is given by 

                                                    𝑡𝑐𝑑 =  𝑡𝑈𝐿𝑆 + 𝑡𝑑𝐻𝑆 − 𝑡𝑑𝐿𝑆 .                                                                                                  (3.13)   

As shown in Figure 3.13, tcd is generated from IN to OUT in the delay matching cell. With a pMOS 

input amplifier AMP, a current (Idly) is generated which is proportional to the adjustable input 

voltage (Vdly). Idly is further amplified and charges a capacitor Cdly to generate a delay time (tcd).  

For example, when input IN goes high, Mp2 is turned on instantly to charge Cdly, OUT goes high 

until V1 is charged up to VDD/2. Thus, tcd is defined as  
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                                                              𝑡𝑐𝑑 =  
𝐶𝑑𝑙𝑦 × 𝑉𝐷𝐷

2 𝑁𝐼𝑑𝑙𝑦
.                                                                                                  (3.14)   

When IN goes down, no extra delay is introduced. Moreover, MP4 is used to bypass Idly to ground 

when Mp2 is turned off, eliminating charge injection at IN transitions. And the low VT pMOS Mlvt 

is cascaded with Mp3 to improve current matching.  

3.3.5   High Reliability Gate Driver Stages  

 

Figure 3.14.  High reliability high side & low side driver stages. 
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High-speed driver stages are crucial for high fSW GaN driver. Figure 3.14 demonstrates the circuit 

of high side & low side driver stages. With a non-overlapped structure, the shoot-through currents 

in both driver stages are minimized. With a ×10 times less capacitance at MH and ML, the di/dt and 

dv/dt slew rates during switch transitions becomes dramatically high. In the high side driver stage, 

the level of bouncing voltage at the source of GaN at MH turn-on is given by 

                                                    𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  𝐿𝑝𝑎𝑟 ×  
𝑑𝐼𝐷𝐻

𝑑𝑡
 .                                                                                 (3.15)  

where IDH is the drain current of MH. A gate resistor, Rgh, is used to adjust turn-on driving strength, 

mitigating the voltage bounce at source and drain of MH to protect GaN from VDS breakdown. 

Meanwhile, with a controlled slew rate of IDH, the level of instantaneous current drawn from VIN 

is reduced for low EMI noise. To maintain a constant VGS at high di/dt, a source-return (SR) 

terminal is Kelvin-connected to driver. Moreover, to survive a high-voltage human-body-model 

(HBM) electrostatic discharge between VGH and VSW, a ESD helper circuit is implemented. When 

VGH is charged high and VBST follows, the voltage at capacitor Ceh stays low which turns on a 

PMOS Meh. With the turn-on of Mpdh, the voltage across VGH and VSW is clamped to protect the 

internal circuits. The low side driver stage operates similarly. The pull-down NMOS Mpdl has a 

much less on-resistance, suppress voltage bounce at the gate of ML during high dv/dt rising 

transients at VSW to prevent disastrous shoot-through between MH and ML. 

3.4   Experimental Results 

To verify the performance of the proposed high fSW GaN driver, a prototype is fabricated in a 0.35 

µm HV BCD process. The chip micrograph is shown in Figure 3.15, with an active size of 0.48 

mm2. It consists of a 0.6 nF on-chip bootstrap capacitor (CBST), active BST balancer, VSW dual-  
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Figure 3.15.  Chip micrograph. [Ke-16a] 

edge tdead modulators, level shifters, high side & low side driver stages, and other function blocks.  

Figure 3.16 shows the PCB test board. Two enhancement mode GaN FETs are employed as power 

switches [EPC-15a, EPC-15b]. To reduce the parasitic inductance/resistance at the gate/source 

terminals of GaN switches, the chip die is shifted and attached to the right-side driving pads which  

 

Figure 3.16.  PCB test board. 
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Figure 3.17.  The measured key transient points of active BST balancing. [Ke-16a] 

helps to suppress di/dt- or dv/dt-induced bounce spikes. A 560-nH SMD inductor (L) and a small-

size 680-nF filtering output capacitor (CO) are employed in the power stages. Operating at a fSW of 

10 MHz to 30 MHz, the overall size of the GaN driver is significantly reduced, realizing a high-

power density, small volume and low cost of the system solution.   

Figure 3.17 illustrates the measured BST rail voltage (VBST−VSW) with active BST balancing in 

different VIN and IO. At 12V VIN, the measured BST charging time (tcharge) is 10.8ns at 200mA IO 

as shown in the gate signal Vpgate of active switch MBST. tcharge is adaptively adjusted from 10.8ns 

to 9.6ns in a VIN transient from 12V to 24V, and to 6ns in an IO transient from 200mA to 1.2A. At 
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VSW trailing/leading when high Vspike occurs, MBST stays off to prevent BST rail from overcharge. 

Hence, with ABB scheme, the BST rail voltage (VBST−VSW) is balanced at a constant 5.1V to 

achieve a reliable and efficient gate driving. 

Figure 3.18 illustrates the test bench and measured tdead in different IO and VIN. With IO loop breaker, 

tdead is measured for a IO sweep of 0.01 A to 1.2 A fully load. Under a IO transient from 1.2 A to 

0.01 A, as shown in Figure 2.18, tdead for VSW trailing edge is modulated from 0.9ns to 3.9ns, 

achieving a ZVS turn-on of ML to reduce the switching loss. On the other hand, when IL crosses 

0A, tdead for VSW leading edge is modulated from 10.4ns to 3.7ns as IO decreases. With a negative 

IL charging VSW at VSW leading edge tdead, an ZVS turn-on of MH is achieved. Similarly, with VIN  
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Figure 3.18.  The Measurement of tdead in different levels of IO. [Ke-16a] 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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Figure 3.19. (a) Efficiency plot, and (b) power saving with the proposed schemes. [Ke-16a] 
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Figure 3.20. Measurement of VSW in different VIN levels. 

loop breaker, tdeads which are proportional to VIN are verified for VSW trailing/leading edges. 

Figure 3.19(a) shows the measured efficiency of a step-down converter with proposed GaN driver. 

The converter supports a VIN from 3V to 40V and IO up to 1.2A, delivering a maximum power of 

6W. The peak efficiency is 90.7% at IO of 500mA in a 12V-to-5V conversion at 20MHz fSW. In a 

40V-to-5V at 20MHz fSW, on the other hand, the efficiency is improved by 5.3% with ABB. With 

VSW dual-edge tdead modulation, the maximum efficiency is further improved by 3% up to 88%. 

Hence, an efficiency over 75% is maintained within 62.5% of IO range. The power saving with 

proposed schemes is significant as shown in Figure 3.19(b). At 1.2A IO, the power saving is 
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240mW with ABB, and 140mW with tdead modulation. Figure 3.20 illustrates the measured VSW in 

different levels of VIN (3V~40V) at 30MHz fSW.  

Table 3.1 compares the performance of the proposed GaN driver with the prior arts.  

Table 3.1.  Performance comparison of proposed GaN driver to prior arts. [Ke-16a] 
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CHAPTER 4 

LOW EMI GAN BASED DC-DC CONVERSION 

In this chapter, the EMI challenges of GaN DC-DC converter with fixed fSW switching and fixed 

strength gate driving, which shows high spurs at main switching frequency and its harmonics, is 

presented in Section 4.1. Then in Section 4.2, an automotive-use GaN DC-DC converter is 

presented to overcome the EMI challenges in high fSW operation. The proposed spurious noise 

compression scheme compresses the spurious noise within a defined frequency sideband Δfm, 

achieving significant EMI noise reduction. And the tri-slope gate driver controls the slew rates of 

IDH and VSW adaptively to suppress VSW ringing. The detailed circuit and analysis are illustrated in 

Section 4.3, which includes the spurious noise compression clock generator, adaptive tri-slope gate 

driver, nA-IQ dynamic up- and down-level shifters, PWM controller and dual slew rate driver 

stages. Finally, the measurement results as shown in Section 4.4 have successfully verified the 

functionality and performance of the design.  

4.1   Overview of EMI Challenges in GaN Based DC-DC Conversion 

High frequency, high power density power converters have seen a significant increase in 

automotive electronics in recent years. As the power level keeps increasing, size and thermal limits 

have made it challenging to continue using CMOS based solutions. Gallium Nitride (GaN) FETs, 

on the other hand, demonstrate a very competitive performance figure of merit as an alternative 

technology solution [Lidow-15, GaNSystems-16, Transphorm-14]. Figure 4.1 provides a brief 

comparison between state-of-art GaN [EPC-10] and silicon power switches [OnSemi-13, Infineon-

09]. With comparable voltage rating and on-resistance RDS, ON, a GaN FET demands much less 

gate charge (QG) and shows no reverse recovery current. Due to the much less QG, it demonstrates 
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much shorter turn-on transition times, including di/dt transition period (shown as tp1 in Figure 4.1) 

and dv/dt transition period (shown tp2 in Figure 4.1). Hence, a GaN FET is inherently far superior 

to its silicon counterpart in terms of switching loss [Xiong-09], allowing more efficient power 

conversion at high switching frequency fSW. Moreover, unlike a depletion mode GaN FET, an 

enhancement mode GaN FET (normally off) with a positive turn-on threshold voltage simplifies 

driving circuitry and eliminates the need of negative voltage for turning off [Moench-16, Cai-05]. 

In automotive electronics, devices such as in-car processors, USB chargers, and so on, are usually 

powered by a main battery. While the nominal battery voltage VIN is 12V, it goes up to 40V during 

load dump [Shen-01]. However, the supply voltages for load applications are much lower (1.2-

5V). A silicon FET-based power conversion structure with low fSW operation is conventionally 

used to implement such a power supply. However, such a converter demands bulky power 

components, large PCB real estate and suffers from slow transient response and low efficiency. 

To achieve high density power conversion at high fSW, an efficient power conversion with GaN 

FET switches becomes highly desirable [Ke-16a, Ke-17b, Ke-17c, Ke-18, Song-15, Chen-17b, 

Amirihmadi-17, Saito-03].  

However, there are several challenges that must be overcome before using GaN in automotive 

applications. Firstly, compared to low fSW operation in silicon FET-based converters, high fSW 

operation in GaN FET-based power converters incurs much more drastic di/dt and dv/dt transitions 

which cause high frequency electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise propagating throughout 

power bus. The high frequency EMI noise can spread through the input bus (VIN) which causes 

unwanted noise in the audio systems or triggers a problem in the safety-related systems. In GaN 

based DC-DC converters, high fSW operation incurs high speed transitions of switching node 
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Figure 4.1.  Brief comparison on silicon and GaN power switches. [Ke-17b] 

voltage (VSW) and drain current (IDH) of high side GaN FET MH as shown in Figure 4.1. During the 

turn-on process of MH, VSW ramps up within nanoseconds [Ke-16a, Ke-17b, Ke-17c, Ke-18, Song-

15, Chen-17b]. The instantaneous current Ispike, which is much higher than the inductor current IL, 

is drawn from VIN, charging VSW up and increasing EMI noise. A bulky input filter can reduce EMI  
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Figure 4.2.  Turn-ON switching loss comparison in MH without/with gate resistor RG. [Ke-17b] 

[Luo-14, Majid-12, Danilovic-12], but it greatly increases system volume and cost. Moreover, high 

fSW operation also causes significant voltage spikes Vspike due to the parasitic inductance and 

capacitance at the source/drain of MH shown in Figure 4.1. This could lead to GaN VDS breakdown 

or damage to the internal logic-FETs.  

To dampen Ispike and Vspike, a series resistor is typically added at the gate of GaN FETs to slow 

down the transition [Song-15, OnSemi-09, TI-12]. Figure 4.2 shows the turn-on switching loss of 
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MH with and without the presence of a gate resistor RG. With a lower driving current limited by 

RG, the drain current IDS in MH takes longer time until it reaches IL, resulting in a longer di/dt during 

    

(a) 

    

(b) 

© 2017 IEEE 

Figure 4.3.  Noise spectrum of a fixed-frequency switching converter operates (a) without and 

(b) with frequency hopping technique. [Ke-17b] 
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transition period from t1 to t2; a longer time is required until VSW rises to VIN (VDS of MH drops to 

zero) in dv/dt transition period from t2 to t3. And the switching loss of power transistor is generated 

by a nonzero VDS (up to VIN) when the transistor carries a current of IDS (up to IL) [Man-07, Lakkas-

16]. Thus, the turn-on switching loss PSW_MH in MH during di/dt and dv/dt transition periods is 

defined as  

                                       𝑃𝑆𝑊_𝑀𝐻 =  
1

2
 𝑉𝐼𝑁  ×  𝐼𝐿  × 𝑡 × 𝑓𝑆𝑊                                                          (4.1) 

where t is the overlap time from t1 to t3 in Figure 4.2. Thus, the switching loss increase dramatically  

with RG. After VSW reaches to VIN and VGH (VGS of MH) exits from Miller plateau, a much longer 

charging time from t3 to t4 is required with RG, resulting in a high conduction loss in MH. In 

addition, the passive metal gate resistor could cause hot spot or thermal issues under a high driving 

current (with on-chip RG), or cause a false turn-on of ML when VSW rises (with off-chip RG) which 

leads to shoot-through current in the power switches. To mitigate this, an adjustable-strength gate 

driving technique was proposed [Gottschlich-15, Rose-10, Shorten-11]. However, the sensing and 

driver delays confine it in low fSW applications, where the transition time of VSW lasts tens or even 

hundreds of nanoseconds.  

On the other hand, as fSW rises to several tens of MHz in a GaN switching converter, spurious 

switching noise at fundamental frequency (f0) and its harmonic frequencies (Nf0), as shown in 

Figure 4.3(a), can no longer be handled effectively by a passive LC network or active spur filter 

[Kos-05, LaWhite-86, Cantillon-Murphy-04].  Interleaved converters [Zumel-02] reduces the 

spurs with harmonic cancellation effect, however, multiple inductors and complex clock/phase 

control are involved. Frequency hopping technique [Tao-11] was also proposed, as shown in 
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Figure 4.3(b), but it is difficult to suppress the spurious noise completely under the EMI noise 

requirement/limit by automotive design standard [Ohara-06]. Moreover, the inevitable VO transient 

associated with instant changes of fSW narrows down the frequency hopping range and further 

reduces its effectiveness.   

Therefore, an automotive-use GaN DC-DC converter is presented, which overcomes the EMI 

challenges during high fSW operation. A spurious noise compression scheme is proposed to 

compress and evenly re-distribute the spurious noise within a defined frequency sideband Δfm, 

achieving significant EMI noise reduction at main switching frequency f0 and its harmonics. In the 

meantime, a tri-slope gate driver is presented to control the slew rates of IDH and VSW adaptively, 

and thus suppress the ringing at VSW.  

4.2   Proposed Tri-Slope Gate Driving GaN DC-DC Converter with Spurious Noise 

Compression and Ringing Suppression 

4.2.1   System Architecture  

Figure 4.4 illustrates the system architecture of the proposed converter. To operate the power 

converter at high fSW and with high efficiency, two enhancement mode GaN FETs MH and ML are 

employed as power switches. To effectively drive high side GaN FET MH, a nA-IQ dynamic up-

level shifter is utilized to transmit drive signals from low-voltage domain and high-voltage 

bootstrap (BST) domain, and a bootstrap circuit is implemented to generate sufficiently high BST 

rail voltage (VBST). To drive low side GaN FET ML, a dual slew-rate gate driver is used to achieve 

a reliable turn-on of MH, preventing false turn-on of MH during fast dv/dt transition of VSW. And a 

delay matching cell is developed to compensate additional delay introduced by the up-level shifter. 

A fixed dead time (tdead) is ensured between the turn-on of MH and ML to prevent shoot-through. 
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For a given VIN or IO, with an optimal fixed tdead, ML is turned on when VSW crosses 0V in VSW 

falling-edge. Insufficient or excessive tdead leads to extra switching charge loss or GaN reverse 

conduction loss. Moreover, a pulse width modulation (PWM) controller is used to generate a 

proper duty cycle and regulate an accurate output voltage.  Rather than operating at a fixed fSW, the 

converter employs a spurious noise compression scheme to generate a clock signal Vclk, which 
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Figure 4.4.  Block diagram of the proposed high fSW GaN-based buck converter. [Ke-17b] 

randomly shifts the switching frequency within a sideband of ∆fm. Meanwhile, a tri-slope gate 

driver charges VGH up at a variable current (IM) which helps suppress the ringing effect adaptively.  

4.2.2   Spurious Noise Compression 

Figure 4.5 briefly describes the GaN-based buck converter with spurious noise compression 

scheme. Instead of using a constant Vref to generate a fixed fSW, an envelope signal generator block, 

as shown in Figure 4.5(a), is utilized to produce a triangular envelope signal, VTR, as shown in  
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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Figure 4.5.  SNC: (a) system block diagram, and (b) key operation waveforms. [Ke-17b] 
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Figure 4.5(b). Meanwhile, a random noise (Vn) signal that is acquired from avalanche noise in 

Zener diode DZ is generated in the noise generator block. This random noise is coupled to the 

envelope signal. The common level of VTR is level shifted by a DC voltage VDC, as shown in Figure 

4.5(b), achieving a combined reference Vref (contains noise)   

                                                         𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 =  𝑉𝑛 +  𝑉𝑇𝑅 + 𝑉𝐷𝐶  .                                                                                     (4.2)                                  

Then, a saw-tooth ramp generator charges a capacitor, Cr, resulting in a ramp signal of Vramp. When 

Vramp reaches Vref, the clock signal Vclk trigger high. After a fixed delay tpd, the switch S1 is turned 

on to quickly discharge Cr, and a new switching period starts. The rising edge of Vclk triggers the 

turn-on of high side switch MH, and fSW is modulated similarly. Thus, with a combined Vref, the 

switching period TSW is defined as  

                                                        𝑇𝑆𝑊 =  
1

𝑓𝑆𝑊
 =  

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓

𝐼𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑝 
    .                                                                                  (4.3)                                  

Since Vref is a combination of VDC, triangular envelope signal VTR, random noise signal Vn, Vramp 

hits Vref in a randomized way, thus TSW differs in each cycle.  

The effect of these three portions can be analyzed separately. Firstly, VDC and the DC voltage level 

of VTR determine main frequency f0 of the converter, as shown in the waveform of Figure 4.5(b). 

Secondly, the envelope of VTR determines the frequency modulation band ∆fm. When VTR goes 

higher, a longer time is required until Vramp reaches Vref. TSW becomes longer, and switching 

frequency fSW (1/TSW) goes lower. When VTR reaches to the highest point, Vref is at the peak value. 

At this point, fSW reaches to lowest point (f0 – ∆fm /2). Similarly, when VTR goes lower, a shorter 

time is taken to charge Cr up to Vref, resulting in a smaller TSW. When Vref reaches to valley point, 

fSW achieves highest value (f0 + ∆fm /2). As shown in Figure 4.5(b), to achieve aperiodic distribution 
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of the frequencies, the modulation period (Tmod) VTR is defined as 

                                                         𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑  ≠ 𝑁 × 𝑇𝑆𝑊 ,                                                                                                     (4.4) 

where N is an integer. According to Carson’s rule described in [Lin-94, Alfonso-04], the total 

power of a signal is unaffected by frequency modulation. Take sine wave with single tone 

frequency f0 as an example, the modulated signal 𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑑(𝑡) is expressed as  

                                        𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑑(𝑡) = 𝐴 cos [2𝜋𝑓0𝑡 + 𝛽sin (2𝜋𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑡)],                                            (4.5) 

where fmod (=1/Tmod) is the modulation frequency of signal VTR, and β is the modulation index. Here  

                                                               𝛽 =  
∆𝑓𝑚

𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑
.                                                                                                             (4.6)  

In terms of Bessel functions of n-th order (Jn), the Fourier transform of (4.5) is given by 

                                                𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑑(𝑡) =  𝐴 ∑ 𝐽𝑛(𝛽)𝑛
𝑖=0 cos[2𝜋(𝑓0  + 𝑛𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑)𝑡]                                     (4.7)         

Based on theoretical analysis [Tran-14], the spur reduction or amplitude attenuation is defined as   

                                                                  |
1

𝐽0(𝛽)
|
2

≈  
1

2𝜋𝛽
 .                                                                                (4.8) 

Thus, the extent of distribution or the power magnitude (peak value) of the spurs depends on the 

modulation index β. The higher the β value, the more evenly distributed the spectrum of the spurs. 

Since the modulated spur power density is concentrated and remains quite high by solely using the 

periodic triangular envelope VTR. At last, a random noise signal Vn is employed to achieve an 

aperiodicity of the fSW and evenly distribution of spur energy. In this way, the generic expression 

of a frequency modulated sinusoidal waveform F(t) with VTR and Vn is given as  

                                       𝐹(𝑡) = 𝐴 cos [2𝜋𝑓0 𝑡 + 𝑘𝜔 ∫ (𝑉𝑇𝑅(𝑡) +  𝑉𝑛(𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 
𝑡

0
]  ,                                 (4.9)  
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 
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Figure 4.6. (a) Noise spectrum comparison without/with proposed SNC scheme, (b) FFT analysis 

on input supply Vin_n without/with SNC scheme. [Ke-17b] 
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where A is the amplitude of original signal, 𝑘𝜔is a sensitivity coefficient of the modulating signal.  

Figure 4.6(a) demonstrates spurious noise spectrum with the proposed SNC scheme. A fast Fourier 

transform (FFT) analysis of input noise Vn_in with and without SNC scheme is shown in Figure 

4.6(b). With an amplitude of VTR and Vn at 50mV and 1.32mV, respectively, a nearly 20dBµV spur 

reduction is achieved at 10MHz. Thus, compared to fixed fSW converter which has high spur 

amplitude at f0 and its harmonics, or converter with frequency hopping which has a limited 

reduction of spur amplitude, the spurious noise under SNC scheme is evenly-distributed within a 

sideband of Δfm centered at f0. Since the total power maintains constant, the spurious noise energy 

at f0 and its harmonics (Nf0) are compressed along frequency domain, resulting in significant EMI 

reduction. Spurious noise floor drops below the EMI standard limit, eliminating the need for a 

bulky input filter. Moreover, in comparison with other frequency spread spectrum techniques in 

[Lin-94, Alfonso-04, Tran-14], the random noise acquired from Zener diode achieves a random-

distribution of fSW and evenly re-distributes spurious noise energy.  

4.2.3   Adaptive Tri-Slope Gate Driving 

To mitigate VSW and IDH spikes during MH turn-on transition and reduce high frequency EMI noise, 

an adaptive tri-slope gate driving scheme is presented. Figure 4.7(a) illustrates the system diagram 

during MH turn-on. Instead of solely using fixed current (IGH) gate driving, by sensing IO and VIN, 

three different driving currents IM1, IM2 and IM3 are determined correspondingly to provide a tri-

slope charging profile of MH, as shown in waveform in Figure 4.7(b). The gate capacitance of MH 

includes gate-source capacitance Cgs and Miller capacitance Cgd. Also, parasitic 

inductance/resistance exists at the source/drain terminals of GaN FET MH. When VPWM goes low, 

VDH triggers high and is level-shifted up to the BST domain by a nA-IQ dynamic up level shifter.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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Figure 4.7.  MH turn-on transition with adaptive TSGD: (a) system block, (b) timing diagram. [Ke-

17b] 
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As shown in Figure 4.7(b), after VGL goes low, VGH (which is VGS of MH) starts to get charged 

initially with a current of IM1 that negatively proportional to IO (IM1 ∝ ─IO). After VGH reaches the 

threshold voltage Vth, MH starts conducting and IDH rises. At high IO with a low modulated IM1, VGH 

charges from Vth to Vmp within a time period tp1 until MH enters the Miller plateau region. This tp1 

period is also defined as di/dt transition of MH turn-on, as shown from t1 to t2 in Figure 4.7(b). VGH 

is charged up to Miller plateau voltage Vmp, 

                                                         𝑉𝑚𝑝 =  𝑉𝑡ℎ + 𝑉𝑜𝑣                                                                                           (4.10)  

where Vov is overdrive voltage for MH. At this point, IDH reaches to the peak value of inductor 

current, IL,peak. Given a gate charging current of IGH, the required charging time (tp1) is defined by  

                                                       𝑡𝑝1 =  
(𝐶𝑔𝑠 + 𝐶𝑔𝑑) × 𝑉𝑜𝑣

𝐼𝐺𝐻
                                                                          (4.11) 

Since Vov is predefined in a silicon based sensing FET, the slew rate of IDH can be modulated by 

adjusting the gate charging current IGH. VGH is sensed and is further compared to a reference voltage 

which is predefined to Vmp, as shown in Figure 4.7(b). When VGH is larger than Vmp, M2 turns on 

to increase the driving current by IM2 which is negatively proportional to VIN (IM2 ∝ ─VIN). At low 

IO with a high IM1, a less charging time of tp1’ (<tp1) is modulated before VGH reaches Vmp. In the 

second phase, VSW rises with a gate charge current of IM2 (negatively proportional to VIN) until VSW 

reaches VIN, and a time of tp2 results from high VIN. This period tp2 is defined as during dv/dt 

transition of MH turn-on. When IDH rises higher than IL, as shown in the waveform of Figure 4.7(b), 

VSW is charged up by a net current of IDH and IL which is averaged as  

                                                         ∆𝐼𝐷𝐻,𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 𝐼𝐷𝐻 − 𝐼𝐿.                                                                                   (4.12) 

With a parasitic capacitance of CSW at VSW, the charging period (tp2) from t2 to t3 is defined as 
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                                                         𝑡𝑝2 =  
𝐶𝑆𝑊  × 𝑉𝐼𝑁

 ∆𝐼𝐷𝐻,𝑎𝑣𝑔
 .                                                                                      (4.13)  

For low VIN, VSW is charged up to VIN earlier resulting in a shorter tp2’ (<tp2). In this way, the rising 

slopes of IDH and VSW are adaptively adjusted. The overshoot voltage spike and ringing at VSW is 

greatly suppressed, protecting GaN FETs from VDS breakdown. With a controlled rising slope of 

IDH and a reduced current spike, the instantaneous current drawn from VIN is minimized, reducing 

high frequency EMI noise that injected to VIN. As VGH goes slightly higher than 2Vth (predefined 

in this design), VGH is charged up by a large charge current IM3. As shown from Figure 4.7(b), 

compared to gate driving with a passive gate resistor RG, with a much faster charging in tp3 period 

by employing the tri-slope gate driving, VGH settles quickly to ensure a lower conduction loss.  

4.3   Circuits and System Implementations 

4.3.1   Spurious Noise Compression Clock Generator  

Circuit implementation of the SNC clock generator is illustrated in Figure 4.8. To modulate fSW 

within a sideband, a triangular envelope VTR is generated as follows. A modulation capacitor, Cfm, 

is charged with a fixed current (Ib) until it reaches the high reference voltage of VH. Then Cfm is 

discharged with a same current of Ib till it drops to the low reference voltage of VL, and then the 

new cycle starts. In this way, a triangular envelope waveform between VH and VL is generated. 

Random noise is produced from the avalanche noise in the Zener diode DZ, which is in series with 

a large resistor RZ. Vn is generated by the integrated Zener diode DZ (with breakdown voltage 

VZ=5.6V, biased in a ~1µA current in series with a 500KΩ resistor RZ) as verified in simulation 

under different temperatures. The peak-to-peak amplitude of Vn is 1.32mV at 20°C, and varies 

from 1.12mV to 1.57mV at –40°C and 150°C. Compared to other on-chip noise sources, such as  
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Figure 4.8.  Schematic of the SNC block. [Ke-17b] 

thermal noise generated by resistor or MOSFET which is proportional to absolute temperature, Vn 

from Zener diode not only demonstrates a much higher intensity of noise level, but also shows a 

weak relation with temperature [Wilamowski-11, Holman-97]. The random noise is similar with 

white noise in nature and is coupled to the envelope signal VTR through capacitor CC. A wide-

bandwidth source-follower amplifier (A in Figure 4.8) drives CC. The amplitude of Vn is small 

compared to VTR. Take 5% modulation range (Δfm/f0) as an example, the amplitude of Vn is only 

3.1% of the amplitude of VTR (50mV). Then, the common mode level of VTR is level shifted up 

with a DC voltage value which equals (If×Rref), achieving a reference voltage Vref in Figure 4.8. 

The difference between VH and VL determines modulation range (Δfm), while the DC portion of Vref 

determines f0. In the SNC clock generator, a ramp current that is defined by the voltage at Vb 

charges the capacitor Cr, and a saw-tooth ramp voltage is produced as shown Vramp in Figure 4.8. 

Vramp hits the reference Vref, generating a clock signal Vclk (at the output of high speed comparator 
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CMP1) with randomly-distributed frequencies over a sideband Δfm. The rising edge of Vclk triggers 

the turn-on of MH, and fSW of the converter is modulated in the same way. Moreover, with the three-

stage implementation (pre-amplify in 1st and 2nd stage shown in Figure 4.9) of the comparators  

 

Figure 4.9.  Schematic of high speed comparator. 

(CMP1 and CMP2), a nearly 5ns propagation delay is achieved. To achieve effective EMI noise 

reduction over different VIN and IO conditions, the Δfm is adjustable by changing Ram. To achieve a 

higher Δfm/f0, a smaller Ram is selected externally. Since  

                                                                         𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 = (
𝑉𝑇𝑅

𝑅𝑎𝑚
+ 𝐼𝑓) × 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓                                                                                          (4.14) 

with a smaller Ram and given VTR, the AC amplitude of Vref becomes larger, achieving a larger Δfm. 

The DC level shifting caused by VTR is compensated by an adjusted current If, achieving a constant 

f0 under different Δfm/f0. Typically, in high power level with high peak EMI energy at the main 

frequency and its harmonics, Ram is set to low value to achieve a larger Δfm. This helps to compress 

the spurious noise over wider frequency band to achieve a lower EMI noise floor. Furthermore, 

variable capacitors at VTR for different fmod is realized to avoid sensitive frequency bands. Lastly, 

f0 can also be adjusted on-the-fly by applying a different voltage at Vb (from MCU).  
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4.3.2   Adaptive Tri-Slope Gate Driver 

 

© 2017 IEEE 

Figure 4.10.  Schematic of the adaptive tri-slope gate driver. [Ke-17b] 

Figure 4.10 shows the circuit schematic of the adaptive tri-slope gate driver. The load current IO 

and input voltage VIN are detected by the inductor DCR and resistor divider, and then converted  

 

© 2017 IEEE 

Figure 4.11. Operation waveform of adaptive tri-slope gate driving. [Ke-17b] 
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to respective sensing currents. The sensing currents are level shifted up from low voltage rail to 

BST rail, achieving the currents of IOSNS and IVIN in high-voltage BST rail. The detailed operation 

waveform is depicted in Figure 4.11. During the turn-on of MH, VGH starts to get charged initially 

with a current of IM1, which is defined by the over-drive voltage (VOV, M1) in M1 

                                               𝑉𝑂𝑉,𝑀1 = 𝑅1 × (𝐼𝐵 − 𝐼𝑂𝑆𝑁𝑆) − 𝑉𝑡ℎ  .                                                 (4.15) 

Gm1 is the trans-conductance of M1, then IM1 is defined as  

                                                      𝐼𝑀1 =  𝐺𝑚1 × 𝑉𝑂𝑉,𝑀1  .                                                                       (4.16) 

With the charging current of IM1, VGH first reaches to Vth of MH. When VGH goes higher than Vth, 

MH starts conducting and its drain current IDH rises. Since IB is fixed, with a higher IO and sensing 

current IOSNS, VOV, M1 is smaller, resulting in a lower IM1. Therefore, during the di/dt transition 

period (tp1 in the waveform), VGH is charged up with IM1 which is negatively proportional to IO (IM1 

∝ ─IO) to realize a modulated slope of IDH. 

When VGH is further charged up until it reaches Vmp (Miller plateau voltage), detected by MT2, the 

second charging branch from M2 turns on. The gate charging current is increased by IM2, which is 

defined by the over-drive voltage (VOV, M2) in M2                                              

                                                𝑉𝑂𝑉,𝑀2 =  𝑅2  × (𝐼𝐵 − 𝐼𝑉𝐼𝑁) − 𝑉𝑡ℎ                                                         (4.17) 

Gm2 is the trans-conductance of M2, then IM2 is defined as  

𝐼𝑀2 =  𝐺𝑚2 × 𝑉𝑂𝑉,𝑀2                                                                   (4.18)  

For high VIN and thus a larger sensing current IVIN, a smaller IM2 is generated to reduce VSW rising 

slope, and suppress VSW ringing. When VGH rises above the Miller plateau region and goes slightly 
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higher than 2Vth, VP3 is pulled down by MT3 quickly to enable a large charge current IM3 from MP3 

in the third charging branch. With a much larger charging current during tp3 period, VGH reaches 

to final value quickly to reduce the conduction loss in MH. To accurately detect the threshold/Miller 

plateau, the parameters of GaN FET including threshold voltage Vth are extracted from the device 

model. Moreover, the bias currents IB2 and IB3 can be adjusted to calibrate the Vth mismatch between 

silicon FET and GaN FET. 

4.3.3   nA-IQ Dynamic Up- and Down-Level Shifters 

High speed level shifters are crucial for effective gate driving in high fSW converters. However, 

conventional level shifters suffer from long propagation delay (>10ns) or consume static current 

from BST to ground. At light load, the static IQ would discharge CBST when the converter stays in 

sleep mode that involves no switching actions. When the converter returns to active mode, MH 

cannot be turned on effectively due to a low bootstrap voltage. MH can be damaged with a high 

RDSON under a high thermal generation. Thus, two nA-IQ dynamic up- and down-level shifters with 

complementary structure are proposed. The proposed up-level shifter employs a latch-cell 

structure as shown in Figure 4.12(a). The latch-cell in BST rail consists of high voltage drain-

enhanced MOS (DEMOS) Md5, Md6, and low-voltage NMOS Mn3 and Mn4.  

When the input signal (IN_UP) goes high, Mn1 is off and Mn2 is turned on to reset the latch by 

pulling down the drain of Md6. Since the p-type transistor Md4 stays on with its gate connected to 

VSW, the source terminal of Md4 drops down until Md5 is turned on. The drain voltage of Md5 is 

pulled high and the p-type transistor Md3 stays on with its gate tied to VSW. Thus, the output signal 

(OUT_UP) goes up to achieve an effective signal level shifting. Similarly, when IN goes low, Mn1 

turns on to pull down the drain of Md5, and thus OUT_UP decreases. In the circuit, the cascaded 
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           (a) 

 

        (b) 
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Figure 4.12.  (a) nA-IQ dynamic up-level shifter, and (b) nA-IQ dynamic down-level shifter. [Ke-

17b] 
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LDMOSs Md1 and Md2 provide high-voltage isolation, and low-voltage NMOSs Mn1 and Mn2 

ensure fast driving and level shifting. Moreover, to block a direct discharging from VSW to ground, 

two DEMOS Md3, Md4 are connected in a back-to-back fashion with Mn3 and Mn4. Also, two gate 

resistors are added for effective gate voltage overstress protection during a charged device model 

(CDM) electrostatic discharge (ESD) event. In addition, the level shifter consumes dynamic power 

to transmit signals between low voltage rail and high voltage BST rail when the converter operates 

in switching mode condition. As verified in simulation, a 125 µA/0.8ns dynamic pulse current, or 

a nearly 2µA average current is consumed in switching mode at 12V VIN and 10 MHz fSW 

conditions.  

To sense VGH and to further down shift low-voltage rail for effective tdead control, Figure 4.12(b) 

presents a nA-IQ dynamic down-level shifter. Two p-type transistors Mp1 and Mp2 enable high 

speed driving, and DEMOSs Mde1 and Mde2 withstand high voltage for fast level shifting. When 

the input signal (IN_DN) goes high, Mp1 turns on to pull up the drain of Mde5. Since the NMOS 

Md7 stays on with its gate tied to VDRV, the output of this down level shifter (OUT_DN) goes to 

high immediately. Similar operation occurs when IN goes low. Here, the high-voltage LDMOS 

Md7 and Md8 are connected back-to-back with Mp3 and Mp4 to prevent a direct discharging from 

VBST to VDRV. With similar latch-cell structure of DEMOS Mde5, Mde6 and PMOS Mp3, Mp4, only nA 

level static current is consumed in the shifter due to the transistor leakage from bootstrap rail to 

ground rail. As verified in the measurement, only 4nA static current is consumed which greatly 

save the power. Hence, the voltage across the bootstrap capacitor remains high even after a long 

period of time in tri-state mode (both GaN power switches are turned off), which maintains an 

effective turn-on for the high side switch MH to reduce the conduction loss.  
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4.3.4   PWM Controller 
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Figure 4.13.  PWM Controller. [Ke-17b] 

To achieve an accurate output voltage (VO) regulation, a pulse width modulation (PWM) controller 

is presented in Figure 4.13. VO is regulated to a voltage which is defined by VREF and the feedback 

resistors (R1 and R2) at VFB. The PWM control scheme operates as follows. When VO drops and 

VFB<VREF, the output of error amplifier (EA) Vcomp goes up. A higher inductor sensing current (Isns) 

is required to trigger the main comparator (CMP), and thus the inductor current (IL) ramps higher 

to compensate VO drop until VO is regulated back. Similar regulation happens when VO ramps high. 

Since VFB>VREF, Vcomp goes lower, resulting in a smaller IL, and VO is regulated lower. In this way, 

an accurate VO is achieved. With the fixed frequency peak current mode control, slope 

compensation (Islp) technique is required to ensure the stability over wide operation ranges. With 

the help of the RS latch, the rising edge of clock (Vclk) triggers turn-on of MH. When IL ramps up, 

the sensed current Isns is combined with Islp, which is further converted to a voltage (VS). Until VS 

goes higher than Vcomp, the RS latch is reset, VPWM goes low to turn off MH. 
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4.3.5   Dual Slew Rate Low Side Driver Stage    
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Figure 4.14.  Dual slew-rate low-side gate driver. [Ke-17b] 

To control the low side GaN FET ML, a dual slew rate (SR) low side gate driver is presented in 

Figure 4.14. A higher turn-off slew rate is implemented with a large-size (120×) transistor Mpd, in 

comparison with a lower turn-on slew rate with Mph. When MH turns on, VSW rises up to VIN (12V, 

nominal battery voltage) within a nanosecond. Due to Miller capacitance Cgd of ML, and parasitic 

inductance/resistance in the source/gate terminal of ML, the gate (G) of ML is pulled high. The gate 

voltage jumps higher than Vth of ML, and ML turns on again, resulting in a large shoot-through 

current from VIN to ground. This either causes a destructive damage of both GaN FETs due to an 

unrestricted high current from VIN to ground, or a catastrophic collapse of VIN bus. Two approaches 

are implemented to solve the issue. Firstly, the on-resistance of Mpd (120×) is scaled much smaller 

to reduce the overall resistance from the G to source (S) of ML. Secondly, multiple bond wires are 
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employed at the gate of ML to reduce the total parasitic inductance/resistance. Furthermore, with a 

separated source terminal (SR) of ML, the gate drive loop is separated from drain-source current 

path of ML which carries a high current. This ensures an effective turn-on of ML, and minimizes 

common source inductance to reduce switching loss. 

4.4   Experimental Results 

             

© 2017 IEEE 

Figure 4.15.  Chip micrograph. [Ke-17b] 
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© 2017 IEEE 

Figure 4.16.  PCB test board. [Ke-17b] 

The prototype of the proposed GaN DC-DC converter is implemented in a 0.35 µm HV BCD 

process. The chip micrograph is shown in Figure 4.15, with an active size of 0.86 mm2, consisting 

of a 0.6 nF bootstrap capacitor (CBST), SNC clock generator, adaptive tri-slope gate driver, level 

shifters and other function blocks. The PCB test board is shown in Figure 4.16. Two enhancement 

mode GaN FETs are employed as power switches, which are placed closely to the driving pads of 

the chip to minimize parasitic inductance/resistance at the gate and source terminals. This helps to 

achieve fast driving transitions to reduce switching loss, and suppress the gate voltage overshoot 

to protect GaN from VGS breakdown. A 470-nH inductor (L) and a 1-µF capacitor (CO) are used in 

the power stage. Operating at 10 MHz center fSW, the overall footprint of the converter is 

minimized, realizing small volume and low cost of the total solution. Figure 4.17 shows the  
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© 2017 IEEE 

Figure 4.17.  Measured efficiency. [Ke-17b] 

measured efficiency, which peaks at 85.5% for a 12V-to-5V conversion, and at 82.1% for a 24V-

to-5V conversion. The efficiency stays above 60% over 96.6% of its 6-Watt power range. With 

the tri-slope gate driver, VGH slope reduces as IO increases to suppress EMI noise at the cost of less 

than 0.8% efficiency reduction. With the SNC scheme, the efficiency reduction is mainly caused 

by the variable IL and VO ripples. With a low ESR CO (<10mΩ) and a modulation range Δfm/f0 of 

5%, a peak efficiency reduction of less than 0.2% is observed as measured.  

Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 show the measured VSW and noise spectrum, without and with the 

proposed SNC scheme, respectively. The SWEEP function of oscilloscope is activated in 

measuring VSW. With the SNC scheme, it demonstrates a frequency modulation range (∆fm/f0) of  
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© 2017 IEEE 

Figure 4.18.  Measured VSW without/with proposed SNC scheme. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

© 2017 IEEE 

Figure 4.19.  (a) Test setup, and (b) measured noise spectrum w/o proposed SNC scheme. [Ke-

17b] 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

© 2017 IEEE 

Figure 4.20.  (a) Measured VO ripple, and (b) load transient without/with SNC scheme. [Ke-17b] 
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© 2017 IEEE 

Figure 4.21.  Measured VSW ringing suppression without/with proposed TSGD scheme. [Ke-17b] 
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5% and 12% as shown in Figure 4.19. A line impedance stabilization network (LISN) is used as 

shown in Figure 4.19(a) to capture the EMI noise generated from the converter which is further 

sent to the spectrum analyzer. The peak EMI noise is reduced from 84.84dBµV to 64.48dBµV 

with a modulation range of 5%, and is further reduced to 33.03dBµV with a modulation range of 

12% shown in Figure 4.19(b). Thus, the peak EMI noise energy is greatly compressed over ∆fm, 

and an effective peak EMI noise reduction is observed. Moreover, both VO ripple and load transient 

response are measured as shown in Figure 4.20. With SNC, a 19.1mV peak-to-peak VO ripple is 

measured with the fmod of VTR at 20 kHz. In a load step-up/down of 0.5A/100ns, a 51mV VO droop 

is achieved when fSW is modulated higher (with SNC), and a similar 49mV VO overshoot is 

measured when fSW is nearly same as f0.  

Figure 4.21 shows the measured VSW ringing suppression with tri-slope gate driving (TSGD) 

scheme. At 1.0-A IO and 12-V VIN, VSW overshoot ringing is reduced by 79.3%, compared to the 

case without the TSGD. Specifically, the di/dt transition is modulated longer to achieve a slower 

rising slope of IDH, and minimizing instantaneous current drawn from VIN and bouncing voltages 

in the VIN and VSW bond wires. The measured VGH with adaptive tri-slope gate driver in different 

IO and VIN conditions is shown in Figure 4.22. When IO increases, the di/dt transition period (tp1) 

is modulated from 0.9 ns to 2.5 ns. As VIN increases, the dv/dt transition period (tp2) varies from 

0.6 ns to 2 ns. Thus, with the proposed driver, through sensing IO and VIN, both the slopes of drain 

current IDH and VSW voltage are modulated, mitigating VSW overshoot and high instantaneous 

current from VIN. On the other hand, with a modulated slew rates for the drain current IDH, the high 

frequency EMI noise becomes mitigated, which eliminates the need of a bulky input EMI filter 

and significantly reduce the system volume and cost.  
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Figure 4.22.  Measured VGH with proposed TSGD at different levels of IO and VIN. [Ke-17b] 
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Figure 4.23 shows the measured EMI noise spectrum in a frequency range of 2 MHz to 100 MHz 

(resolution bandwidth RBW=20 kHz). Compared to the conventional converter with fixed fSW in 

Figure 4.23, the peak EMI noise at 10 MHz is reduced from 84.73 dBµV to 51.33 dBµV with the 

SNC scheme (∆fm/f0 = 9%), and is further reduced to 44.23 dBµV with adaptive tri-slope gate 

driving. Similarly, the peak EMI noise at 90 MHz frequency is reduced from 78.07 dBµV to 61.07 

dBµV with the SNC scheme, and is further reduced to 55.60 dBµV with adaptive tri-slope gate 

driving. The peak EMI energy at main frequency and its harmonics are greatly compressed, 

realizing a significant peak EMI noise reduction over a wide frequency range. Specifically, at the 

middle frequency range from 10 MHz to 70 MHz, the EMI noise floor is reduced from 52.32 dBµV 

to 43.62 dBµV with proposed tri-slope gate driver (the noise floor increases slightly at the 

frequency range from 80MHz due to the overlap of adjacent modulation bands in high frequency 

band). With the proposed schemes, the overall EMI spurious noise is greatly reduced, which 

eliminates the bulky input filters to reduce system complexity.  

 

© 2017 IEEE 

Figure 4.23.  Measured conductive EMI noise. [Ke-17b] 
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Figure 4.24.  Measured VSW with different conditions of IO, VIN and ∆fm/f0. [Ke-17b] 

Figure 4.24 illustrates the measured VSW in different IO, VIN and modulation range (∆fm/f0). As the 

converter operates in a wide VIN range of 3V to 40V and offers a maximum IO of 1.2 A at 10 MHz 

fSW, it supports different frequency modulation ranges (9% and 5% as shown in Figure 4.24) to 

achieve an effective EMI reduction in different IO, VIN conditions. The wide VIN operation 

capability as demonstrated enables the converter to operate in automotive applications. Moreover, 

to operate at a high switching frequency, the overall system solution size is significantly reduced.  

As a summary, Table 4.1 compares the performance of the proposed design with prior arts.  
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Table 4.1.  Performance comparison of the Proposed Converter to Prior Arts. [Ke-17a, Ke-17b] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Design
[Tao-11]

ISSCC 2011

[Song-15]

ISSCC 2015

[Ke-17a]

This Work

Power Switches MOSFET GaN GaN

VIN Range 4.2V 5V-20V 3V-40V

Clock Generation 

Method
Frequency Hopping Fixed Frequency

Spurious Noise Compression 

(SNC)

fSW Range 3MHz-6.5MHz 20MHz 10MHz± ∆fm/2

Number of fSW 8 (Discrete) 1
∞ (Distributed within 

10MHz± ∆fm/2)

VSW Slew Rate (SR) Not Reported 15V/1.2ns
40V/1.2ns-40V/4.4ns

(Modulated)

Gate Driving Control Not Reported Dual SR Control
Adaptive Tri-Slope Gate 

Driving

Peak Noise 

Reduction 
28dB Not Reported

40.5dB@10MHz,

22.5dB@90MHz

Maximum Efficiency Not Reported 84.9% 85.5%

Active Area 0.36mm2 6mm2 (4-phase) 0.86mm2

IC Technology
Standard

CMOS Process

0.35µm HV

BCD Process 

0.35µm HV

BCD Process 
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CHAPTER 5 

HIGH FREQUENCY GAN BASED DC-DC CONVERSION 

In this Chapter, the high frequency switching challenges in GaN based DC-DC converter are firstly 

investigated in Section 5.1, including minimum tdead and minimum ON-time limitations in fixed 

tdead controlled gate drivers, and ground noise interference in chassis ground in automotive. Then, 

in Section 5.2, a ground isolated gate driving GaN driver is presented. The ON-duty mirrors 

adaptively map the ON-duty times of the gate signals from respective input signals, and the self-

excited tdead minimizers adjust the delays to minimize the tdeads. Meanwhile, an on-die ground 

isolation maintains robust states of gate drive signals over DC ground shifting, AC bounce and 

high dv/dt transient at VSW. The circuit schematics are presented in Section 5.3 which includes the 

ON-duty mirrors and self-excited tdead minimizers, high dv/dt immune level shifters, bootstrap and 

drive rail generators and gate drive stages. The design is fabricated, and the experimental results 

are finally provided and discussed in Section 5.4. 

5.1   High Frequency Switching Challenges in GaN Based DC-DC Conversion  

5.1.1   Minimum Dead Time and Minimum ON-Time Limitations 

Switching power converters have gained increasing popularity in automotive applications, 

compared to the conventional linear regulator solutions which dissipate considerable power and 

demand expensive thermal management. The heightening demand for low profile, increasing 

power density and fast transient response present unique challenges which require the switching 

power converters to operate at high frequency(fSW) and wide input voltage VIN [Ke-16a, Ke-17b, 

Ke-17c, Ke-18, Song-15]. However, as fSW goes high, the power efficiency is greatly compromised 
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due to a significantly increased switching loss. The minimum duty ratio also increases dramatically 

due to a minimum turn-on time of the silicon based power switch, limiting the maximum 

conversion ratio (CR) at high VIN scenario. To mitigate these challenges, it is widely believed that 

Gallium Nitride (GaN) technology would replace conventional silicon technology due to the far 

superior figure of merits (RDSON×QG). With a much less QG and shorter switching transition periods 

in GaN switches and the compatible gate driving techniques, a high efficiency, high CR and high 

reliability power conversion at high fSW becomes archivable [Lidow-15, Ke-16a, Ke-17b, Ke-17c, 

Ke-18, Song-15, Kumar-17, Reusch-12, EPC-11]. Among many challenges on accomplishing the 

GaN based power converters, gate driver dead time (tdead) control and ground interference isolation 

require most immediate attention.  

A conventional GaN gate driver with a fixed tdead control [Lidow-15, Song-15] is illustrated in 

Figure 5.1. It senses the gate signal VGH of high-side switch MH before turning on the low-side 

switch ML to prevent MH and ML from catastrophic current shoot-through. However, this causes a 

long tdead at the switching node VSW falling edge, contributed by the down-level shifter delay 

(marked as ④), the tdead generator delay (②) and the ML driver stage delay (⑥). Similarly, the 

delays of the tdead generator (①), the up-level shifter (③) and the MH driver stage (⑤) lead to the 

tdead at the VSW rising edge. This excessively long tdead incurs a high reverse conduction loss in ML 

(VSW goes to −3V due to the absence of body diode in GaN switch), degrading efficiency 

dramatically as fSW increases. A design in [Ke-16a] proposed an adjustable tdead control which 

generate tdead for VSW rising and falling edges based on the input voltage (VIN) or load current (IO) 

to realize zero-voltage switching (ZVS) for both high side and low side GaN switches. However, 

due to the delay mismatch between rising and falling edges, tdead is not minimized and the effective  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.1.  (a) Fixed tdead controlled gate driver, with (b) key operating waveforms. 
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on-time TON is reduced (TON<tON,PWM). As tON,PWM is pushed as short as the total delay of ⑥ and 

① in Figure 5.1, MH can no longer be turned on which limits the minimum tON,PWM that can pass 

to VGH. Furthermore, because of circuit delay and signal distortion, ON-duty times of the gate drive 

voltages VGH and VGL would deviate from the respective input VH and VL, causing regulation errors 

at the output VO. More seriously, when operating for high CR, ON-duty time becomes very short 

as previously stated. For example, for a 40V-to-3.3V converter at 10MHz, the effective on-time of 

VPWM is only 8.25ns.  

5.1.2   Ground Noise Interference Challenges  

On the other hand, automotive electronic devices share a common chassis ground involving large 

parasitic inductance/resistance (LGND, RGND) in ground return trace [Gehring-09, Velazquez-84], 

as shown in Figure 5.2. With high level of DC return current from power loads (Iload) and AC 

return current from switching converters, the voltage level of the local ground panel (VGND2) can 

be shifted up significantly from VGND1 (tied to the cathode of the battery VIN). In this way, the total 

voltage difference, which consists of a DC voltage difference VIR and a AC ground bounce VAC, 

occurs between VGND2 and VGND1. In high fSW (with high di/dt in the ground return trace) and high 

Iload operation, VIR+VAC could potentially surpass the supply voltage, imposing a transmission error 

onto VPWM as shown in the waveform of Figure 5.2. Meanwhile, as load power in switching power 

converters reaches tens of Watts, the di/dt transient up to 1.5A/ns at ML incurs large voltage bounce 

at the parasitic (LPP, RPP) of PGND. With a voltage drop at the common source parasitic LPP and 

RPP, VGL becomes distorted, causing significantly increased turn-on/-off periods that lead to high 

power loss. At last, with high VIN and high load current (IO), the high dv/dt transient on VSW injects 

large coupling current (~mA level) into the level shifters through the parasitic capacitance Cpar_ls  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.2.  (a) Ground interference challenges in a conventional high fSW GaN driver, and (b) 

key operating waveforms. 
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in the gate driver. Due to the asymmetrical structure in the conventional level shifter [Song-15, 

Buyle-08] and extremely high dv/dt transient in the GaN based power converter, the high coupling 

current can distort the signal current (which is in ~µA level), causing a transmission error of the 

level shifting signal and false triggering at VGH [Wittmann-14, Mauerer-17]. Thus, to suppress the 

DC ground shifting, AC ground bounce and high dv/dt transient at VSW is desirable to realize a 

high reliable, high fSW GaN driver for automotive use. 

Therefore, an automotive-use isolated GaN gate driver is presented, which operates at a fSW up to 

50MHz and a wide VIN from 3V to 40V. The ON-duty mirrors adaptively map the ON-duty times 

of the gate signals VGH & VGL from respective input signals VH & VL, while the self-excited tdead 

minimizers adjust the delays to minimize the tdeads between the H- and L- channels, achieving a 

minimum duty ratio of 7.9%. Meanwhile, an on-die ground isolation maintains robust states of 

gate drive signals over the DC ground shifting, AC ground bounce and high dv/dt transient at VSW 

to improve system reliability. 

5.2   Proposed Isolated Gate Driving GaN DC-DC Converter with Self-Excited Dead Time 

Minimizing 

5.2.1   System Architecture  

Figure 5.3 illustrates the system architecture and key operating waveforms of the proposed high 

fSW isolated GaN driver. To realize high efficient power conversion at high fSW, two enhancement 

mode GaN FETs (MH&ML) are employed as power switches. To reduce the propagation delay and 

mitigate the instantaneous current that is injected to VIN, two dual slew rate high speed driver stages 

are used to turn-on/-off MH&ML with different drive strength. The ON-duty mirrors in high side 

(H-) and low side (L-) channels are proposed to map the ON-duty time (TON) of the gate signals of 
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VGH and VGL with their respective input signals VH and VL, which enables the converter to operate 

with a minimum duty ratio in high CR applications. The self-excited tdead minimizers sense VGH  

 

Figure 5.3.  System architecture and key waveforms of proposed isolated GaN driver. 
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and VGL, and adaptively adjust the delays in H- and L- channel to minimize tdeads in both VSW falling 

and rising edges, reducing the reverse conduction loss of GaN switches at heavy load. On the other 

hand, to contend with severe ground interference and DC/AC voltage differences between VGND2 

and VGND1, an on-die ground isolated gate driving scheme is implemented. The ON-duty mirrors 

and self-excited tdead minimizers are placed in the low-voltage (LV) well, while the H- and L-driver 

stages are placed in two separated high-voltage (HV) isolated wells. The bootstrap (BST) rail 

generator and drive (DRV) rail generator replenish the charge at bootstrap capacitor (CBST) and 

drive capacitor (CDRV) from VIN to achieve constant gate drive voltages for MH and ML. Furthermore,  

to effectively fast transmit signals between the separated HV wells and LV well, four high speed 

levels shifters are employed which maintains robust states over the DC voltage shifting of VISO, 

AC ground bounce, achieving a high common mode transient immunity over high dv/dt at VSW to 

improve the system reliability.  

5.2.2   ON-Duty Mirroring and Self-Excited Dead Time Minimizing  

The proposed GaN driver consists of high side (H) and low side (L) channel ON-duty mirrors, two 

self-excited tdead minimizers across the channels. The principle of H-channel ON-duty mirroring 

is illustrated as shown in Figure 5.4, which adaptively map the ON-duty times of VGH from the 

respective input VH. When the ON-duty of VGH is larger than that of VH (tON in Figure 5.4), in the 

ON-duty detector, the discharging pulse width controlled by VGH is narrower than charging pulse 

width controlled by VH, resulting in a voltage drop of ∆Vchf at the compensation capacitor Cch. With 

a lower Vch, the rising and falling edge delay from VH to VGH is modulated accordingly. As shown 

in the waveforms of Figure 5.4, the rising edge delay of VGH is modulated longer by a period of trr 

in the V-controlled rising delay generator. Here, trr is defined by 
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                                                                     𝑡𝑟𝑟 =  
𝑘1

∆𝑉𝑐ℎ𝑓
 ,                                                                                                           (5.1) 

where k1 is a voltage-to-time coefficient of rising edge delay generator. In the meantime, the falling 

edge delay of VGH is modulated shorter by a period of tfr in the V-controlled falling delay generator. 

trr is defined by 

                                                    𝑡𝑓𝑟 =  
𝑘2

∆𝑉𝑐ℎ𝑓
 ,                                                                                                           (5.2) 

 

Figure 5.4.  High side channel ON-duty mirroring with key waveforms. 
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where k2 is a voltage-to-time coefficient of falling edge delay generator. In this way, the ON-duty 

of VGH is reduced until it matches with the tON of the input signal VH. On the other hand, when the 

ON-duty of VGH is smaller tON that of VH, Vch is modulated higher by a value of ∆Vchr. Thus, the 

rising edge of VGH is modulated shorter by a value of                                                                    

                                                                 𝑡𝑟𝑒 =  
𝑘1

∆𝑉𝑐ℎ𝑟
 .                                                                                                           (5.3) 

And the falling edge of VGH is modulated longer by  

 

Figure 5.5.  Low side channel ON-duty mirroring with key waveforms. 
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                                                                     𝑡𝑓𝑒 =  
𝑘2

∆𝑉𝑐ℎ𝑟
 .                                                                                                          (5.4) 

In this way, the ON-duty of VGH is extended until it matches with VH. With the large resistor Rph 

(>20MΩ) at Vch, the ON-duty of VGH is always modulated starting from zero at startup to prevent 

catastrophic shoot-through between MH and ML. 

Similarly, the L-channel ON-duty mirror operates in a same way as shown in Figure 5.5. It 

adaptively maps the ON-duty times of VGL from the respective input VL. When the ON-duty of VGL 

is larger than tON that of VL, Vcl is modulated lower. Then the rising edge of VGL is modulated longer 

while the falling edge of it is modulated shorter, resulting in an ON-duty reduction of VGL until it 

matches with tON of VL. On the other hand, when the ON-duty of VGL is smaller than tON that of VL, 

Vcl is modulated higher. Hence, the rising edge of VGL is modulated shorter while the falling edge 

of it is modulated longer, resulting in an ON-duty extension of VGL until it equals tON of VL. In this 

way, both the ON-duty times of VGH and VGL are exactly matched with their inputs VH and VL, 

extending the effective on-time of MH for minimum duty ratio and high fSW operation.  

To minimize the tdeads between the H- and L-channels, two tdead minimizers are presented as shown 

in Figure 5.6, for VSW rising and falling edges. In VSW falling edge tdead minimizing, as depicted in 

Figure 5.6(a), the nonoptimal tdead is achieved by detecting the nonoverlap time of VGH and VGL. 

After the delay matched down-level shifting, VGH_LS and VGL_LS are achieved in the LV rail. Then 

a pulse of tdm is generated by the D flip-flop circuit, which excites the following circuit to charge 

up the node at VEH, as shown in Figure 5.6(a). With a higher VEH (increased by ∆VEHR), a dual edge 

delay that equals to tdmf is generated from VH2 to VH3 in the V-controlled delay generator.  tdmf is 

                                                                  𝑡𝑑𝑚𝑓 =   𝑡𝑑𝑚 .                                                                                  (5.5) 
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Thus, VGH falling edge is modulated longer until tdead is minimized. In this way, the delay tdmf can 

be calculated as  

                                                                     𝑡𝑑𝑚𝑓 =  
𝑘3

∆𝑉𝐸𝐻𝑅
 .                                                                                                           (5.6) 

where k3 is a voltage-to-time coefficient of dual edge delay generator in H-channel. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.6.  Self-excited tdead minimizing (a) in VSW falling edge, and (b) in VSW rising edge. 
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On the other hand, in VSW rising edge tdead minimizing, as shown in Figure 5.6(b), the nonoptimal 

tdead is sensed by detecting the nonoverlap time of VGH and VGL. Through the down-level shifting 

signals VGH_LS and VGL_LS, a pulse of tdm is generated in the D flip-flop circuit which charges up the  

node at VEL, as shown in Figure 5.6(b). Then the V-controlled dual edge delay generator in L-

channel is excited which postpone the falling edge of VGL to match with the rising edge of VGH. 

With a higher VEL (increased by ∆VEHF), a dual edge delay of tdmr is generated from VL2 to VL3 in 

the delay generator to compensate tdm, 

                                                                     𝑡𝑑𝑚𝑟 =   𝑡𝑑𝑚 .                                                                                                           (5.7) 

The delay tdmr which is achieved by the delay generator in L-channel is given by  

                                                                     𝑡𝑑𝑚𝑟 =  
𝑘4

∆𝑉𝐸𝐻𝐹
 .                                                                                                           (5.8) 

Hence, the minimizing scheme is self-excited, until the falling edge of VGH meets the rising edge 

of VGL in the VSW falling edge, and the falling edge of VGL hits the rising edge of VGH in the VSW 

rising edge. In this way, tdeads are minimized close to zero to reduce the reverse conduction loss in 

GaN switches to improve power efficiency. To create the time periods for the turn-on/-off 

switching transitions, large resistors RH, RL creates offset to allow minimized non-overlap delays 

between VGH and VGL, setting minimum tdeads to prevent direct shoot-through.   

5.2.3   On-Die Ground Isolated Gate Driving   

To mitigate the damaging DC shifting and AC voltage bounce from the chassis ground, MH and 

ML gate driver stages with on-die ground isolation and high-dv/dt immune level shifters are 

presented in Figure 5.7. Rather than having AGND and DGND share the same p-well potential, 
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the driver stages are placed in separated p-wells isolated by high-voltage (HV) n-tubs from the 

AGND well, instead of using extra inductor or capacitor for isolation [TI-11a, Chen-17a, Ma-14, 

Chen-08]. The HV n-tub consist of a deep n-well and a n-type buried layer beneath the devices, 

which leaves a wide physical distance to sustain HV breakdown voltage between the HV tubs and 

external p-substrate. The ON-duty mirrors and the tdead minimizers are placed in AGND well, 

sharing the same ground VGND1 with the PWM controller as shown in Figure 5.7. In the low voltage 

(LV) rail, the pMOSs are isolated in the n-well which is connected to AVDD, while the nMOSs 

are placed in a p-well (connect to AGND) isolated by LV n-tub. Since the voltage drop across  

 

Figure 5.7.  Structure of proposed on-die ground isolated gate driving. 
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AGND and VGND1 is ignorable due to a small quiescent current, the signals transmitting from the 

PWM controller to VH and VL are robust.  

On the other hand, PGND and DGND share the same ground level of VGND2, which is given by 

                                                     𝑉𝐺𝑁𝐷2 =  𝑉𝐺𝑁𝐷1 +  𝑉𝐼𝑆𝑂 .                                                                                                               (5.9) 

where VISO is the isolated voltage difference between these two ground panels. As VISO is generated 

due to a high load current (Iload) or switching current (ISW) which go through the ground chassis, 

then the DC ground shifting portion VIR is mainly introduced by the I-R drop across the parasitic 

resistance of ground return trace, which is defined as  

                                                           𝑉𝐼𝑅 =  𝐼𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 × 𝑅𝐺𝑁𝐷 .                                                                                                          (5.10) 

The AC portion VAC is introduced by the slew rates of switching current ISW. Thus, VAC is given as   

                                                            𝑉𝐴𝐶 =  𝐿𝐺𝑁𝐷
𝑑𝐼𝑆𝑊

𝑑𝑡
 .                                                                                                               (5.11) 

A robust gate driving of VGL is maintained by connecting both DGND and PGND to VGND2. 

Moreover, to contend with high AC ground bounce at the bond wire parasitic of PGND (LPP, RPP), 

a source-return terminal (SR) of ML is Kelvin-connected from source terminal (S) and returns to 

DGND to ensure a reliable and efficient driving voltage VGS for ML. The floating ground of isolated 

top well is Kelvin-connected to VSW to drive MH, as shown in Figure 5.7.  

To combat the high dv/dt switching transients at VSW, high-dv/dt immune level shifters are 

designed to transmit control signals across the isolated wells. Taken the up-level shifter in H-

channel as shown in Figure 5.8 as an example. Firstly, it leverages the symmetrical differential 
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structure to improve the CMTI. Before the turn-on of MH, VH3 goes high firstly. The switch S1 turns 

off and the S2 turns on immediately to trigger a narrow pulse (~2ns) at the switch STN. With a much 

smaller on-resistance of STN, RTN boosts the tail current by ITN to achieve a total signal current Isignal. 

Here, Isignal is given by  

                                                           𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 =  𝐼𝑇𝑁 + 𝐼𝑆 .                                                                                                               (5.12) 

When Isignal ramps higher than the triggering threshold of the latch (Itrigger), the latch cell in the 

BST rail is set to high. VH4 is pulled high, and VGH triggers high sequentially. After the pulse, only 

IS remains. In the instant of MH turn-on, the BST rail rises quickly (>48V/ns), triggering high 

coupling currents (Icp1, Icp2) to charge the parasitic capacitance of switch S1 and S2. Due to a high  

 

Figure 5.8.  High dv/dt immune up-level shifting. 
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dv/dt transient and the capacitance mismatching (Cpar1 > Cpar2, for example), Icp1 becomes much 

higher than Icp2, pulling up the drain of Md5 and creating a false trigger at the output of the level 

shifter (VH4 triggers low). Thus, the condition which creates this false trigger is give as  

                                                        𝐼𝑐𝑝1 − 𝐼𝑐𝑝2 > 𝐼𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑟 .                                                                                                            (5.13) 

Icp1, Icp2 are typically much higher than Itrigger under a high dv/dt transient up to 48V/ns. Take Icp1 

as an example, the coupling current Icp1 is given by 

                                                        𝐼𝑐𝑝1 = 𝑔𝑚 ×  ∆𝑉𝑆𝑊 .                                                                                                               (5.14) 

To dampen these coupling current, two resistors Rdr1, Rdr2 (~500Ω) are placed in series with the 

diode-connected Mp1, Mp2, Hence, with Rdr1, Icp1 is given by   

                                                        𝐼𝑐𝑝1 =
∆𝑉𝑆𝑊

𝑅𝑑𝑟1+ 
1

𝑔𝑚

 .                                                                                                               (5.15) 

Since Rdr1 >>  
1

𝑔𝑚
 , the coupling current is dampened 10× lower, limiting VSW dv/dt induced current 

from being injected to the HV latch cell, and improving common mode transient immunity (CMTI).  

5.3   Circuits and System Implementations 

5.3.1   ON-Duty Mirrors  

The ON-duty mirrors are designed to adaptively map the ON-duty times of VGH and VGL from 

respective input VH and VL. Use L-channel ON-duty mirror in Figure 5.9 as an example. The ON-

duty of the gate signal VGL is sensed, and further compared with the ON-duty of input signal VL. 

With a same charging current and discharging current of Ib1, the error of these ON-duty times is 

converted to a voltage at Vcl. For example, when the ON-duty of VGL is larger than that of VL, the 
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ON-duty detector discharges the compensation capacitor Ccl to decrease Vcl. With the voltage-to-

current(V2I) converters in the subsequent delay generators, Vcl is converted to two different 

currents. In the rising edge delay generator, a current Id1 is generated, which is defined as 

                                                                 𝐼𝑑1 =
𝑉𝑐𝑙

𝑅𝑑1
 .                                                                                                               (5.16) 

Id1 is increased by M with the current mirror and further charges the capacitor Cd1. The rising edge 

delay from VL to VL1 is given by  

                                                   𝑡𝑟 =
𝐶𝑑1 × 𝑉𝐷𝐷

2𝑀 𝐼𝑑1
=  

𝐶𝑑1 × 𝑉𝐷𝐷 ×𝑅𝑑1

2𝑀 𝑉𝑐𝑙
    .                                                                     (5.17) 

Thus, with a reduced Vcl, the rising delay tr is modulated longer. On the other hand, in the falling 

edge delay generator, a current Id2 is achieved which is  

                                                                  𝐼𝑑2 =
𝑉𝐷𝐷−𝑉𝑐𝑙

𝑅𝑑2
 ,                                                                                                               (5.18) 

 

Figure 5.9.  Circuit schematic of L-channel ON-duty mirror. 
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where VDD is the power supply voltage of this block. Id2 is increased by N with the current mirror 

to charge the capacitor Cd2. The falling edge delay from VL1 to VL2 is given by  

                                                   𝑡𝑓 =
𝐶𝑑2 × 𝑉𝐷𝐷

2𝑁 𝐼𝑑2
=  

𝐶𝑑2 × 𝑉𝐷𝐷 ×𝑅𝑑2

2𝑁 (𝑉𝐷𝐷−𝑉𝑐𝑙)
    .                                                                     (5.19) 

With a reduce Vcl, the falling edge delay tf is modulated shorter. In this way, the ON-duty of VGL 

is reduced with a lower Vcl, until it matches with the ON-duty of the input signal VL. Similarly, 

when the ON-duty of VGL is smaller than that of VL, Ccl gets charged and a higher Vcl is achieved. 

As calculated from equations (17) and (19), the rising edge delay tr gets shorter while the falling 

edge delay tf is modulated longer. Thus, the ON-duty of VGL is extended to map with the ON-duty 

of VL. To mitigate the injected charge during the switching actions of the input signal VL, a 

compensated transistor Mp1 is used and starts the initial voltage at its source from 0V before the 

charging of Cd1 begins. A transistor Mn2 with similar function is used for the switching transients 

of VL1. Moreover, with a large resistor Rp (>20MΩ) at Vcl, an ON-duty offset between VGL and VL 

is created, allowing the time periods for switching transitions to prevent shoot through. 

5.3.2   Self-Excited Dead Time Minimizers   

Figure 5.10 illustrates the circuit schematic of self-excited tdead minimizers for VSW falling and 

rising edges, which detect the gate signals (VGH and VGL) and adjust the dual edge delays at H- and 

L-channels to minimize tdead to reduce power loss. For example, as depicted in Figure 5.10(a), in 

VSW falling edge tdead interval, the gate signals VGH, VGL are sensed to achieve VGH_LS, VGL_LS. With 

the D flip-flop in the circuit, a pulse of tdm which is defined by the nonoptimal tdead is generated. It 

excites the following circuit by activating the pMOS MpH, and charges the capacitor CH with a 

constant current of IbH. The pulse of tdm defines the charging period in each switching cycle. Then 
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voltage at CH rises to modulate smaller charging current IdH as shown in Figure 5.10(a). IdH is 

                                                             𝐼𝑑𝐻 =
𝑉𝐷𝐷−𝑉𝐸𝐻−𝑉𝑆𝐺2

𝑅𝑑𝐻
   ,                                                                                                    (5.20) 

where VSG2 is the source-gate voltage of transistor Mp2H. IdH is mirrored (with a ratio of kH) and  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.10.  Circuitry of tdead minimizers for (a) VSW falling edge, and (b) VSW rising edge. 
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further charges the capacitor CdH until the voltage at CdH reaches the trigger threshold of VDD/2 of 

the following logic inverter. In this way, the dual edge delay time tdmf in H-channel from VH2 to 

VH3 can be calculated as  

                                               𝑡𝑑𝑚𝑓 =
𝐶𝑑𝐻 × 𝑉𝐷𝐷

2𝑘𝐻 𝐼𝑑𝐻
=  

𝐶𝑑𝐻 × 𝑉𝐷𝐷 ×𝑅𝑑𝐻

2𝑘𝐻 (𝑉𝐷𝐷−𝑉𝐸𝐻−𝑉𝑆𝐺2)
    .                                                                (5.21) 

Hence, with an increased VEH, the dual edge delay time is modulated longer by ∆tdmf for VGH, which 

helps to postpone the falling edge of VGH to meet with the rising edge of VGL, minimizing the tdead 

for VSW falling edge. A very large resistor RH (>100MΩ) is employed to creates an offset and sets 

a minimum tdead for VSW falling transition, and RH initiates tdead from a maximum value at startup 

to prevent shoot-through at the GaN switches.  

On the other hand, in VSW rising edge tdead interval as shown in Figure 5.10(b), the gate signals 

VGH, VGL are sensed to achieve VGH_LS, VGL_LS. Then a pulse of tdm which is defined by the 

nonoptimal tdead for VSW rising edge interval is achieved in the D flip-flop. The tdead minimizer in 

L-channel is excited immediately, and the pMOS MpH is turned on with the charging pulse which 

is defined by tdm. With a constant current of IbL, the voltage of capacitor CH rises (VEL rises) to 

modulate a smaller charging current IdL as shown in Figure 5.10 (b). Thus, IdL in the L-channel is 

defined as  

                                                             𝐼𝑑𝐿 =
𝑉𝐷𝐷−𝑉𝐸𝐿−𝑉𝑆𝐺2𝐿

𝑅𝑑𝐿
   ,                                                                                                    (5.22) 

where VSG2L is the source-gate voltage of transistor Mp2L. After that, IdL is mirrored with a ratio of 

kL, and further charges a capacitor of CdL until the voltage at it rises and hits the trigger threshold 

of VDD/2. In this way, the dual edge delay time tdmr which is generated in L-channel from VL2 to 

VL3 can be calculated as  
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                                               𝑡𝑑𝑚𝑟 =
𝐶𝑑𝐿 × 𝑉𝐷𝐷

2𝑘𝐿 𝐼𝑑𝐿
=  

𝐶𝑑𝐿 × 𝑉𝐷𝐷 ×𝑅𝑑𝐿

2𝑘𝐿 (𝑉𝐷𝐷−𝑉𝐸𝐿−𝑉𝑆𝐺2𝐿)
    .                                                                 (5.23) 

Therefore, with a higher VEH, the dual edge delay time in L-channel is modulated longer by ∆tdmr 

for VGL, which delays the falling edge of VGL to meet with the rising edge of VGH. The tdead for VSW 

rising edge is further minimized compared to [17], which reduces the high reverse conduction loss 

at GaN switch ML especially at heavy IO, and improves the power efficiency.  

5.3.3   High dv/dt Immune Up- and Down-Level Shifter    

In high fSW ground isolated GaN gate drivers, high speed and high reliable level shifters play critical 

roles. To effectively transmit control signals across the isolated wells, four high-dv/dt immune 

level shifters are employed in the proposed GaN driver. Figure 5.11(a) shows the circuit of high 

dv/dt immune up-level shifter which transmits signals from LV AVDD rail to HV BST rail. When 

VH goes high to turn on MH, after the ON-duty mirror and tdead minimizer, VH3 triggers high. Mn2 

is turned on sequentially, and a narrow pulse (~2ns) is generated at VGN which dramatically 

increases the current in MTN. Since MTN operates at linear region with a high gate biasing voltage 

VGS, TN, the on-resistance of MTN can be defined by   

                                            𝑅𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑛,𝑀𝑇𝑁 =
1

𝑘𝑛
𝑊

𝐿
(𝑉𝐺𝑆,𝑇𝑁−𝑉𝑇𝐻)

    ,                                                                                             (5.24) 

where kn=µCox. Then the tail current is increased by ITN, which is  

                                                    𝐼𝑇𝑁 =
(𝑉𝐷𝐷−𝑉𝐺𝑆,𝑁2)

𝑅𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑛,𝑀𝑇𝑁
    ,                                                                                                   (5.25) 

Where VGS, N2 is gate-source voltage of Mn2. In the design with the pulse current at MTN, ITN reaches 

to nearly 1.2mA to pull down the drain node of Mp2. With a significantly increased slew rate during 

transition, VH4 goes to high quickly, and set the HV latch which consists of Mn3, Mn4 and Md5, Md6 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.11.  High dv/dt immune (a) up-level shifter, and (b) down-level shifter. 

in the BST rail. In this way, a short propagation delay (tdLH=0.6ns) is achieved. After the pulse at 

MTN, only a 0.2nA IS remains to bias the differential input pair in active region which greatly saves 

the static power and ensures a sufficiently high supply voltage in the bootstrap capacitor. During 
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the instant turn-on of high side GaN switch MH, the BST rail rises quickly (>48V/ns), triggering a 

high coupling current to charge the drain nodes of the HV drain-extended NMOS Md1 and Md2. 

Two damping resistors Rdr1, Rdr2 (~500Ω) are placed in series with the diode-connected Mp1, Mp2, 

limiting VSW dv/dt induced coupling current Icp1 and Icp2 which go through Md1 and Md2. With the 

damping resistors, the maximum coupling Icp,max current is limited to 

                                                        𝐼𝑐𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
∆𝑉𝑆𝑊

𝑅𝑑𝑟1
 .                                                                                                               (5.26) 

where ∆𝑉𝑆𝑊 is the maximum voltage change at VSW. To achieve short delay, the equation below  

                                                          𝐼𝑐𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥 > 𝐼𝑇𝑁                                                                                                                (5.27) 

needs to be satisfied. With clamped resistors, the coupling current which injects to the HV latch 

cell becomes much lower, and a high common mode transient immunity (CMTI) over high dv/dt 

transient at VSW is achieved. During the turn-off of MH and VSW goes low, Mp1 and Mp2 stay off 

which isolate the switching BST rail from the fixed LV AVDD rail for a high CMTI. 

On the other hand, to sense VGH down-level shifted to VGH_LS over high dv/dt transients, a high 

dv/dt immune down-level shifter is used as shown in Figure 5.11(b). The down-level shifter 

operates in a similar manner. When VH goes low, a narrow pulse is generated at VGP to dramatically 

increase the current in MTP. With a high slew rate to transmit signal from BST rail to LV AVDD 

rail, VGH_LS goes low with a short delay and reset the LV latch at AVDD rail. Similarly, the down-

level shifter has an inherent transient immunity as VSW goes down. As VSW quickly rises at the turn-

on of MH, the damping resistors Rdr3, Rdr4 limit VSW dv/dt induced coupling current which injects 

to the LV latch cell, achieving a high CMTI. Thus, to suppress the high dv/dt transient at VSW, two 

damping resistors are properly selected so that  
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                                                            𝐼𝑐𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥 > 𝐼𝑇𝑃                                                                                                                (5.28) 

is satisfied to achieve short delay for the down-level shifter. Similar switching operations apply to 

the level shifters which are linked to low side switch ML as well. 

5.3.4   BST and DRV Rail Generators    

Figure 5.12 shows the circuit of the BST & DRV rail generators, which achieve sufficiently high 

supply voltages to drive MH and ML. The BST rail generator is depicted as shown in Figure 5.12 

(a), which operates in a bang-bang control mode. The BST rail voltage, VBST−VSW, is monitored by 

the BST rail sensor. Due to the turn-on of MH and static current consumption, BST voltage drops 

until 

                                                    𝑉𝐵𝑆𝑇 − 𝑉𝑆𝑊 <  𝑉𝑍 + 𝑉𝐺𝑆𝑇                                                                                                           (5.29) 

MT is turned off and VOV trigger low. When VGL = “1” or the converter operates in tri-state mode 

(both MH & ML are off), VOV is up-level shifted to VGb for turn on the BST switch MBST, starting 

the charging of the BST capacitor CBST from VIN. As (VBST−VSW) rises until it reaches the threshold 

(VZ +VGST), MT is turned on immediately to turn off MBST. In this way, the BST rail voltage is 

balanced at a constant value which is nearly 5V in this design. Moreover, with this bang-bang 

controlled closed-loop regulation, the generator can replenish the charge to CBST through L and VO 

even when the GaN driver operates in tri-state during sleep mode, and realize an effective turn-on 

of MH when the driver returns to active mode. 

Similarly, the DRV rail generator operates in a same manner to achieve a constant drive voltage 

VDRV for ML, as shown in Figure 5.12(b). To supply the charge to turn on ML, VDRV drops until it 

reaches below a reference level which is defined by (VZ +VGST), and VOVD triggers low in the DRV 
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rail sensor. With the fast up-level shifter, VGb goes low to turn on the DRV switch, MDRV. Thus, 

the charging from VIN initiates. As VDRV rises above (VZ +VGST), MTD is turned on to turn off MBST, 

achieving a constant VDRV (~5V). Compared to conventional passive diode solution to generate 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.12.  (a) BST rail generator, and (b) DRV rail generator. 
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VDRV, this control method can limit VDRV within the maximum voltage rating of GaN switch for 

reliable gate driving.  

5.3.5   High Speed Gate Driver Stages     

High-speed driver stages are crucial for high fSW GaN driver. Take the MH driver stage for example, 

as shown in Figure 5.13. With the non-overlapped driving structure, the shoot-through current 

between Mpu and Mpd are minimized. To mitigate the high di/dt and dv/dt slew rates in high fSW 

operation, split gate driver scheme is implemented which separates the drain of Mpu from the drain 

of Mpd to different driving strength. Due to a ×10 times less capacitance in GaN switches, MH and 

ML, the switch transition becomes dramatically high. An adjustable gate resistor RG is added at the  

 

Figure 5.13.  High-speed split gate driver stage for MH. 
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drain terminal of Mpu to program the turn-on driving strength. In this way, the slew rates of drain 

current and VSW are adjustable, and the instantaneous current level drawn from VIN is reduced for 

a low EMI. Meanwhile, with a controlled slew rate of IDH, the level of bouncing voltage at the 

source of GaN at MH turn-on is mitigated to maintain a constant VGS for reliable gate driving. 

Moreover, to maintain a constant VGS over high di/dt in the parasitic of bond wire, a source-return 

(SR) terminal of GaN power switch is Kelvin-connected to driver. To sense the VGH accurately to 

detect the turn-on threshold of GaN switch, the sensing node is feedbacked from the drain of Mpd 

which is directly connected to the gate of GaN switch MH.   

A similar driving scheme applies to the high-speed split gate driver stage for ML which shares a 

same structure. Specifically, the pull-down nMOS Mpd in the driver stage for ML is scaled with a 

much less on-resistance, which suppresses the high gate voltage bounce in high dv/dt transient at 

VSW and prevents the shoot-through current between MH and ML. The resistors, Rp, Rpd, initiate VGH 

to rise from 0V at system startup.   

5.4   Experimental Results 

A prototype is fabricated in a 0.35 µm HV BCD process to verify the performance of the proposed 

high fSW isolated GaN driver. The chip micrograph is demonstrated as shown in Figure 5.14, with 

an active size of 0.61 mm2. It consists of ON-duty mirrors and tdead minimizers, isolated driver 

stages for MH and ML, BST and DRV rail generators, level shifters, testing circuits and other 

function blocks. Figure 5.15 shows the PCB test board. Two enhancement mode GaN FETs are 

used as power switches. To reduce the parasitic inductance/resistance at the gate/source terminals 

of GaN switches, the chip die is attached to the right-side driving pads to reduce the parasitic 

inductance/resistance which helps to suppress di/dt- or dv/dt-induced spikes. A 470-nH SMD 
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inductor (L) and two small-size 1µF filtering output capacitor (CO) are employed in the power 

stages. Operating at a fSW up to 50 MHz, an increased power density of solution is realized.    

 

       

Figure 5.14.  Chip micrograph. 
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  Figure 5.15.  PCB test board. 

 

Figure 5.16.  The measured tdead without and with self-excited tdead minimizing. 
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Figure 5.16 illustrates the measured minimized tdead without and with the proposed self-excited 

tdead minimizing. With the tdead minimizers, tdead for VSW rising edge is reduced from 10.8ns to 

0.2ns, whereas tdead for VSW falling edge drops from 8.4ns to 0.3ns which significantly reduces the 

reverse conduction loss. With ON-duty mirrors and under a same PWM input signal, the effective 

ON-time TON extends from 26.4ns to 46.2ns. Figure 5.17 shows the measured minimum ON-duty.  

 

Figure 5.17.  The Measurement of minimum ON-duty, and VSW dv/dt transient. 

which demonstrates a minimum TON of 7.9ns at a fSW of 10MHz, achieving a 7.9% minimum duty 

ratio to realize a high conversion ratio from 40V-to-3.3V. Figure 5.17 also shows the maximum 

dv/dt in VSW transitions under normal operation, the maximum dv/dt is 50V/ns for VSW rising edge, 

and is 48V/ns for VSW falling edge.  

Figure 5.18 shows the measured VGH and VGL with on-die ground isolated gate driving. In a DC 

level shifting as shown in Figure 5.18(a) when VGND2= VGND2 (VISO=0V) or in Figure 5.18(b) when 

VISO=−3V, or in Figure 5.18(c) when VISO=30V, a AC ground bouncing up to 1.2V VPP at PGND, 

and high dv/dt transient at VSW up to 50V/ns, VGH and VGL maintain robust and valid switching 

states to achieve a high CMTI.  
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Figure 5.19 shows the measured efficiency in a step-down converter with isolated GaN driver. The 

converter supports a wide VIN ranging from 3V to 40V, with a programmable fSW from 10MHz to 

50MHz and a maximum output power of 12W. The quiescent current of the driver is 2.3mA at 

10MHz. At 10MHz, the peak efficiency is 89.1% at a power of 2W for 12V-to-8V conversion, and  

 

(a)                                               (b)                                               (c) 

Figure 5.18.  Measured transient behaviors of VGH, VGL with isolated gate driving at (a) VISO=0V, 

(b)VISO=−3V, (c) VISO=30V. 
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Figure 5.19.  Efficiency plot.  

 

Figure 5.20.  Measurement of VSW in different VIN, IO and fSW.  
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is 82.4% at a power of 0.8W for 40V-to-3.3V minimum duty ratio conversion. At the maximum 

fSW of 50MHz, the efficiency peaks at 81.5% at a power of 2.4W. Moreover, the efficiency stays 

above 74% over 90% of the full 12W power range.  Figure 5.20 illustrates the measured VSW in 

different levels of VIN (3V~40V), load current IO and fSW up to 50MHz. Table 5.1 compares the 

performance of the proposed isolated GaN driver with the prior arts. 

Table 5.1.  Performance comparison of the Proposed Isolated GaN Driver to Prior Arts. 
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Power Switches GaN GaN GaN

VIN Range 42V 5V-20V 3V-40V

fSW 10MHz 20MHz 10MHz-50MHz

VSW Slew Rate (SR) 42V/1.2ns 15V/1.2ns 50V/ns

Dead Time 8ns
3.2ns, 4.7ns 

(Fixed) 

0.2ns, 0.3ns

(Near-Zero tdead Control)

Propagation Delay 28ns 4ns 3.2ns

Delay Matching (tdm) 1.5ns N.A. 0.3ns

Isolated Gate
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Quiescent Current (IQ) 3mA N.A. 2.3mA

Maximum Efficiency 87% 84.9% 89.1%

Active Area 3.2mm2 6mm2 (4-phase) 0.61mm2
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 

6.1   Conclusions  

High frequency DC-DC converters gain more popularity due to ever-increasing demand on fast 

transient response, small solution size and high-power density. However, the power efficiency is 

greatly compromised due to a significantly increased switching loss in conventional silicon based 

converter as the switching frequency fSW is pushed high up to tens of MHz. To mitigate this 

challenge, it is widely believed that Gallium Nitride (GaN) technology would replace conventional 

silicon technology due to the far superior figure of merits. With a much less gate charge QG, high 

channel conductivity for lower on-resistance RDSON, and high breakdown voltage, much shorter 

switching transition periods are realized with GaN switches, thus enabling a high efficiency, high 

reliability power conversion even at high fSW. However, due to high reliability, high efficiency and 

low EMI noise requirements in automotive applications, the high fSW GaN based DC-DC converter 

faces new challenges. Therefore, a family of high fSW GaN driver or GaN based DC-DC converter 

solutions have been developed in this research to address the main design challenges before their 

use in automotive applications. 

In this research, a wide input, high reliability, high efficient GaN gate driver with active BST 

balancing is firstly developed in automotive applications. Rather than depending solely on a lossy 

passive Zener diode, the active BST balancing adaptively control the BST charging by directly 

sensing VSW, and achieve a constant BST rail voltage to prevent GaN from VGS breakdown. With 

IO/VIN-sensed VSW dual-edge tdead modulation, tdead is adaptively adjusted to achieve ZVS turn-on 
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of MH and ML to improve efficiency. To verify the performance of the proposed high fSW GaN 

driver, a prototype with an active size of only 0.48 mm2 is fabricated in a 0.35 µm HV BCD 

technology. Moreover, the built-in low-voltage active BST switch and integrated power diode 

solution facilitates a 0.6nF fully integrated bootstrap capacitor to reduce the high bouncing 

voltages at bond wires, realizing a low profile, high reliability of the converter solution.  

To overcome the EMI challenges for high fSW operation, a tri-slope gate driving GaN DC-DC 

converter for EMI-regulated automotive electronics is presented. The spurious noise compression 

scheme provides a randomly-distributed fSW, compress and evenly re-distribute the spurious noise 

within a defined frequency sideband Δfm, resulting in sizable EMI noise reduction at the main 

switching frequency and its harmonics. Furthermore, with the proposed adaptive tri-slope gate 

driving, the slew rates of IDH and VSW in high-side power switch are modulated according to IO and 

VIN conditions, achieving effective VSW ringing suppression and further EMI reduction in high 

frequency band. Noise floor at the mid-frequency range is also reduced which eliminates the need 

of a bulky input filter. 

To alleviate the severe noise interference in automotive ground chassis due to the increased power 

loads and high frequency switching, a wide VIN, 10-50MHz fSW on-die ground isolated GaN driver 

with self-excited tdead minimizing is presented. The ON-duty mirrors adaptively map the ON-duty 

times of the gate signals from respective input signals to maintain same ON-duty times, and the 

self-excited tdead minimizers minimize the tdeads between the high side and low side channels, and 

achieves a minimum duty ratio of 7.9% at 10MHz fSW for high conversion ratio applications. 

Meanwhile, in response to the DC ground shifting, AC ground bounce and high dv/dt transient at 

VSW, an on-die ground isolation technique with high dv/dt immune level shifters maintain robust 
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states of gate drive signals, realizing reliable and robust high frequency switching of GaN power 

switches.     

All the proposed GaN gate drivers and GaN based DC-DC converters have been fabricated, tested 

successfully to demonstrate the presented schemes or techniques in this research. The effectiveness 

of the design is successfully verified in the measurement results, the high reliability, high 

efficiency and low EMI performance has been realized to enable high frequency GaN DC-DC 

converters for automotive use.        

6.2   Summary of Research Contributions 

To resolve the challenges on reliability, efficiency, EMI and high frequency switching, a family 

of high frequency GaN drivers or GaN based DC-DC converters have been developed to enable 

their use in automotive applications. In this research, various system architectures, operation and 

control schemes, circuit design techniques have been developed and implemented to improve the 

performance in high frequency GaN based DC-DC converters. Thus, the key highlights of the 

research contributions are summarized as follows: 

(1) Improving Reliability  

(1.1) Developed an active bootstrap balancing (ABB) scheme, which directly sense the zero-

cross intersection of the VSW negative spikes and adaptively control the bootstrap (BST) 

charging in different IO and VIN, achieving a constant BST rail voltage, VBST–VSW, to improve 

the system reliability. With ABB scheme, the BST rail voltage (VBST−VSW) is balanced at a 

constant 5.1V to achieve a reliable and efficient gate driving. At VSW trailing/leading when 

negative VSW spikes occurs, the BST switch stays off to prevent BST rail from overcharge. 
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(1.2) Developed two pulse-based dynamic up- and down-level shifters, which leverage pulse 

based structure to increase the slew rates during signal transitions, and achieve sub-

nanosecond propagation delay to realize high fSW operation up to 30MHz. After the 

transition, only a small static current IS remains to save the power, and overall quiescent 

current of 0.5µA is consumed.  

(2) Improving Efficiency  

(2.1) Developed a VSW dual-edge dead time modulation technique, which senses different levels 

of VIN and IO to generate optimal dead times for VSW trailing and leading edges, achieving a 

ZVS turn-on for GaN power switches. With the proposed dead time modulation technique, 

0.9ns~3.7ns and 3.7ns~10.4ns tdead for VSW trailing and leading edges over a load current 

(IO) from 0.01A to 1.2A are accomplished. In the meantime, a peak efficiency of 90.7% in 

12V-to-5V conversion and 88% in 40V-to-5V conversion at 20MHz are achieved, realizing 

a high reliability, high efficient power conversion at high fSW.  

(3) Reducing EMI Noise 

(3.1) Developed a spurious noise compression (SNC) scheme to generate a clock whose 

frequency is randomly distributed a defined frequency sideband Δfm, centered at the main 

switching frequency f0. In this way, the spurious noise is compressed and evenly re-

distributed within the defined frequency sideband, achieving significant EMI noise 

reduction at main switching frequency and its harmonics. With SNC scheme, the peak EMI 

noise is reduced from 84.84dBµV to 64.48dBµV with a modulation range (∆fm/f0) of 5%, 

and is further reduced to 33.03dBµV with a modulation range of 12%.  
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(3.2) Developed a tri-slope gate driving (TSGD) technique, which controls the voltage and 

current slew rates of GaN switches for effective ringing suppression, which is adaptive to 

load (IO) and input voltage (VIN) change. With a controlled rising slope of drain current and 

a reduced current spike, the instantaneous current drawn from VIN is minimized, reducing 

high frequency EMI noise that injected to VIN. Compared to gate driving with a passive gate 

resistor, with a much faster charging period after Miller Plateau by employing the tri-slope 

gate driving, MH settles quickly to ensure a lower conduction loss. The EMI noise floor is 

reduced from 52.32 dBµV to 43.62 dBµV with proposed tri-slope gate driver. 

(3.3) Developed two nA-IQ dynamic up- and down-level shifters, which consumes nA level in 

steady state to save power. During signal transitions, the level shifter consumes dynamic 

power increase the slew rates and transmit signals between low voltage rail and high voltage 

BST rail when the converter operates in switching mode. The latch-cell in BST rail helps to 

maintain the output state and reduce the static current in BST rail.  

(4) High Frequency Switching  

(4.1) Developed ON-duty mirrors which adaptively map the ON-duty times of the gate signals 

of GaN switches (MH, ML) from respective input signals. And developed the self-excited 

tdead minimizers which adaptively adjust the dual edge delays to minimize the tdeads between 

the high side and low side channels to minimize the tdead and achieve a minimum duty ratio 

of 7.9% for high fSW high conversion ratio operation. With these two schemes, the converter 

achieves a 40V-to-3.3V conversion with near-zero tdeads of 0.2ns/0.3ns at a full load of 1.5A, 

and achieves a high fSW up to 50MHz. 
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(4.2) Developed an on-die ground isolation gate driving technique, which leverages the high-

voltage n-tubs to isolate the p-wells of gate driver stages from the AGND well, and 

maintains robust and valid states of gate drive signals over the DC ground shifting of 

−3V~30V, AC ground bounce of 1.2V VPP. To contend with the high dv/dt transient at VSW 

for high fSW operation, two high dv/dt immune up- & down-level shifters are implemented 

to achieve a 50V/ns common mode transient immunity (CMTI). 

6.3   Future Work 

This research has provided the groundwork to address various challenges in high frequency GaN 

based DC-DC converters before their use in automotive applications. For the future work, further 

research and investigation could be conducted in areas as follows: further increasing the fSW of the 

converter (fSW >100MHz) for fast transient response and small solution size, designing gate driver 

stages and level shifters using GaN technology to integrate with GaN switches, and designing GaN 

controller to realize monolithic GaN DC-DC converter solution.   

Firstly, due to a superior figure-of-merit in GaN power switch, the switching frequency of the 

converter could be pushed even higher (fSW >100 MHz) to further increase the transient response, 

reduce system volume and cost, and achieve high integration and high-power density. The 

propagation delays of gate driver stages and level shifters need to be further minimized. Due to 

the high dv/dt transient at the switching node (>100V/ns) with high fSW operation, high dv/dt 

immune level shifters are required. On the other hand, the switching loss becomes a dominating 

power loss as fSW is pushed up to 100 MHz. Zero-voltage-switching (ZVS) techniques are effective 

approaches to reduce the turn-on switching loss to mitigate high thermal generation issues.  
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Secondly, due to the high parasitic capacitance in silicon gate drivers, the propagation delay and 

power consumption cannot be further minimized with silicon technology, especially when the 

switching frequency is pushed ever higher up to several-hundred MHz. This challenge could be 

mitigated with the all-GaN gate driver solution, which integrates gate driver stages, level shifters 

and GaN power switches on the same die using GaN technology. However, there is no p-type GaN 

transistors in the state-of-art GaN technologies, which requires a difficult design task on the all-

GaN circuits, such as the gate drive stages, levels shifters. Moreover, to solve the challenges in the 

all-GaN circuits such as a high static power, long propagation delay, an improvement or redesign 

for the gate driver and level shifters is highly required.  

Lastly, to achieve high integration and small solution size, designing GaN controller using GaN 

technology process to realize monolithic GaN DC-DC converter becomes necessary. However, the 

reliability, efficiency and EMI challenges which are discussed in this research still remain. Thus, 

the proposed schemes in this research could be leveraged and implemented in the monolithic GaN 

converter, realizing high reliability, high efficiency, low EMI of the high fSW all-GaN DC-DC 

converter.  
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